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ABSTRACT

Dynamic Testing for a Steel Truss Bridge for the Long Term
Bridge Performance Program

by

Cody Joshua Santos, Master of Science
Utah State University, 2011

Major Professor: Dr. Marvin W. Halling
Department: Civil and Environmental Engineering

Under the direction of the Federal Highway Administration the Long Term Bridge
Performance Program (LTBP) selected Minnesota Bridge number 5718 as a pilot bridge
for evaluation. This program focuses on the monitoring of bridges for a 20-year period
to understand the structural behavior over time due to the various loads and
weathering. In monitoring this bridge a better understanding can be acquired for the
maintenance issues related to the nation’s deteriorating bridge infrastructure.
Bridge Number 5718, which is located just outside of Sandstone Minnesota, is a
steel truss bridge that spans the Kettle River. Constant monitoring of the bridge along
with periodic testing of the bridge will allow for the collection of data over a 20-year
period. The focus of this work is to establish a baseline for the bridges characteristics
through nondestructive dynamic testing. Later tests will be compared to these results
and changes can then be tracked.
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In order to perform the required testing, two electromagnetic shakers were used
to produce the excitation. The bridge was also outfitted with an array of velocity
transducers to allow for the response to be recorded. The data was then used to extract
the resonant frequencies, mode shapes, and damping ratios. A modal assurance
criterion was also performed to solidify the findings. These parameters define the
structural identity of the bridge. Through performing these tests the database that is
being collected under the Long Term Bridge Performance Program will be used to better
the overall health and safety of the nation’s bridges.
(210 pages)
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INTRODUCTION

Under the FHWA Long Term Bridge Performance Program Bridge #5718 which
passes over the Kettle River near Sandstone Minnesota was chosen as one of the seven
Pilot Bridges (FHWA 2010). The Minnesota Pilot Bridge is a Steel Truss Bridge which was
constructed in the 40’s and completed in 1948. The Dynamic Testing of the Bridge was
done in order to establish mode shapes and natural frequencies of the Bridge. The
testing that was done allows for future dynamic tests of the bridge to be done as well as
long term monitoring in order to compare the characteristics found. This will provide a
means of understanding the changes in the dynamic characteristics over time. The
dynamic characteristics of the bridge will be analyzed and recorded in order to complete
a structural identification of the bridge.
The scope of work that Utah State University performed included the
development of the instrumentation plan based upon visual inspection, as well as, a
model that was developed prior to the test trip. This model took into consideration the
uncertainty of the bridge response due to partially unknown boundary conditions. The
fixity of the supports is uncertain and is believed to lie somewhere between pinned and
full moment connections. The plan consists of three main layouts which are the Vertical
excitation, Transverse excitation, as well as a Transverse/Longitudinal excitation in
which the linear shakers were aligned at a 45 degree angle to a true transverse
direction.
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The dynamic testing which was performed produced very clear results. Natural
frequencies which were found could be reproduced and correlated to the other tests
that were completed. In graphing the mode shapes similarities were seen in the shapes
from the actual data as the shapes produced from the preliminary model. The data
acquisition unit that was used supplied a sufficient number of channels to also verify
that all the sensors were in agreement and produced understandable data.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

Overview
The use of modal analysis, dynamic testing, and structural identification are
becoming more widely used among the many structural engineering evaluation tools.
These studies have been conducted on a variety of structures such as buildings and
bridges. The Federal Highway Administration has a large database of bridge structures
that are in disrepair. Many of these bridges are being used longer than their original
design life. Many theories, methods, and tests have been implemented in evaluating
the bridge conditions that exist among bridges worldwide.
Salawu and Williams (1995b) conducted a study that reviewed many different
applications and reasons for conducting a dynamic study on full scale bridges. They
found that these tests were performed in order to accomplish six main things. One is to
increase the data base, two is to determine the integrity of the structure, three is to
validate the theoretical model, four is to assess the integrity of the bridge if higher levels
of loads need to be place on the structure, five is to maintain a regular monitoring of the
bridge, and six is to use it as a trouble shooting tool. They deduced these six main
concepts through the research of many publications on the matter. They also discussed
the differences between forced vibration and ambient vibrations as well as different
types of instruments used to excite a bridge structure. Ambient vibration is defined as
excitation that is not under the control of the engineer and forced excitation is when the
forces are input at known frequencies, locations, and levels.
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Instruments involved in the excitation of the structure are usually of an eccentric
rotation or a linear translation if they are among the contact type or if they do not stay
in contact with the structure they are usually some form of impactor. Eccentric rotating
mass shakers, electro hydraulic vibrators, closed looped electro hydraulic actuators are
some of the common contact type of shakers or vibrators. Impact hammers and
controlled vehicle loads are some types that do not have to stay in contact with the
bridge. However, Salawu and Williams stated that the number of reported vibration
tests is less than the number of ambient vibration tests.
Salawu (1997) also reviewed the concept of detecting structural damage through
the change in natural frequencies. It should be noted that the terms modal frequency,
resonant frequency and natural frequency all refer to the same thing. As noted
previously one of the main objectives to dynamic testing is to evaluate damage. Key
indicators are needed in order to identify damage in a structure. Salawu notes that
abnormal loss in stiffness is inferred when measured natural frequencies are lowered
significantly. However, at a minimum, a change of at least 5 % is necessary to be able to
have confidence that the change is due to damage. Some of the causes for the decrease
or loss in stiffness are support failure, crack propagation, shear failure, and overload
which cause internal damage. This study also provided some suggestions and cautions
for using the described methods. If damage occurs in low stress regions it may be too
small of an effect to be noticed by such procedures. It is noted in this study that the
higher modes may have an increased sensitivity to local damage. Measurements for
these tests should be taken in locations where all the modes of interest are highly
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represented. Long span bridges may not have great changes in the dynamic
characteristics if local damage occurs.
Once the parameters are measured, the comparison between tests should be
done in order to certify that the modes that are found are actual modes. Ewins (2000)
did a study that looked at model validation using the data that is received in the field.
Model updating is a tool that can be used to predict outcomes of future deterioration.
For this purpose the model must be at the current physical state of the bridge. Model
updating uses the two results, one from the experiment and one from the finite element
model and compares them in several different ways. The model is then adjusted until
the predicted values derived by the model match the field data relatively closely. One
way to present the data for comparison is through comparing the mode shapes in a
graphical manner. Numerical comparisons of the shapes are also used to evaluate the
relative agreement between prototype and model. The Modal Assurance Criterion
(MAC) is used most often to compare the values. The MAC takes one set of data from a
natural frequency and compares it to a second set of data at approximately the same
frequency or what frequency is believed to produce the same mode shape. The MAC
number received is a value between zero and one, one meaning that a perfect
correlation is found. The AutoMAC compares the data set of two or more modes to see
if there is any correlation between the other modes present.
Dynamic testing has a great advantage in the fact that it is a nondestructive way
to indicate the structural soundness. Park and Kim (2002) refer to dynamic testing as
vibration monitoring which is used for Nondestructive Damage Detection (NDD) and
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Nondestructive Damage Evaluation (NDE). In order to demonstrate how this concept
works, Park and his associate developed a Finite Element Model for which they
decreased the stiffness in certain members by given percentages. By simulating the
damage to the theoretical structure they were able to display the capabilities of the
monitoring. In this study it also sets for the capabilities of an ideal structural monitoring
system. The four key capabilities are (1) detecting existence of damage (2) locating the
damage (3) sizing the damage and (4) determining the impact of the damage to the
structure. However before settling on whether damage exists or not certain preassigned decision rules must be set. It is based upon a percentage of difference
between previous readings and current readings and whether they are within the
certain percentage of uncertainty or not. By the conclusion of their study 16 of their 22
damage locations were identified successfully. They found that this method can be
successful for large structures, several modes may be used in order to better detect
damage, and noise may significantly impact whether or not smaller damages can be
detected.
These test methods and ideas have been instigated on several types of bridges,
Finite Element Models as well as scaled Models. Zhang et al. (1991) performed a modal
test on a 5.6 meter long truss model. It was excited with a permanent magnetic shaker
mounted vertically and attached to the truss. The testing used accelerometers to
measure the reactions at the truss joints. The data that was collected was then used to
update the finite element model in order to obtain better results. Some types of
bridges that have been done on a full scale level are suspension bridges, reinforced
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concrete bridges, composite type bridges, and steel arch bridges. Most of the articles
that dealt with dynamic or modal testing were of the reinforced concrete or composite
type. The following sections will give an overview of several different studies on bridges
that have been performed. Some of the key aspects of each study that should be noted
are the type of bridge, type of testing (ambient or forced), type of test equipment, the
test setup, and the analysis and correlation methods used.
Articles Related to Suspension Type Bridges
Conte et al. (2008)
Alfred Zampa Memorial Bridge is located northeast of San Francisco on I-80. It is
a suspension bridge with orthotropic steel deck, reinforced concrete towers and a large
diameter drilled shaft foundation. Conte et al. performed ambient (mostly wind
induced) and forced vibration testing (controlled traffic and vehicle impact loads) to
dynamically test the structure. This study proved to be a great opportunity for research
to be done before any traffic was allowed onto the bridge. This meant that it was in the
as built state which provided a great baseline for future dynamic testing. For this test
the setup consisted of 34 uni-axial and 10 tri-axial forced-balanced accelerometers. The
system used was a wireless system with the command center at the midpoint of the
bridge. Natural frequencies, damping ratios, and mode shapes were derived for the
baseline of the bridge. It was noted that usually the main natural frequencies will be
below 1 Hz for suspension bridges. The main focus of this study was to describe the
tests that were performed in great detail. Things such as the sensor array, data
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acquisition system and procedure for testing were considerably highlighted. Episensor
accelerometers were used which included the ES-U and ES-T sensors. A Quanterra Q330
data logger was used along with the antelope data acquisition software. The vehicle
impact loads were done by setting up two pairs of steel ramps on the centerline of the
main span. Also braking force was used to test the longitudinal direction. In order to
identify the modes the researchers used the stochastic subspace identification method.
It was stated that some of the errors in the results could be due to the low signal to
noise ratio caused by low modal participation. In conclusion 12 vibratory modes were
found for the bridge.
He et al. (2009)
He et al. also used the data which was found from the testing of the Alfred
Zampa Memorial Bridge to identify the bridge. The article discusses output only
identification methods and how they are divided up. Output only system identification
methods have two groups: the frequency domain and time domain method. The major
types of frequency domain methods are the peak picking method, frequency domain
decomposition and the enhanced FDD technique. Time domain methods are further
subdivided into two categories the two stage method and one stage method. As a
preference to the research performed the article speaks of more methods however for
this research three types of algorithms are used. In this research three specific system
identification methods were used to classify the bridge and compare the methods. The
first was the multiple-reference natural excitation technique combined with the
eigensystem realization algorithm. Second was the data-driven stochastic subspace
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identification method. Third was the enhanced frequency domain decomposition
method. During testing samples were extracted at a rate of 200 Hz. Peak picking was
used to identify natural frequencies. The phase was used to determine if they were in
phase or out of phase in order to establish the direction. A MAC analysis was then
performed to correlate the findings. In the conclusion of the research it was found that
there was good agreement among all methods used. Due to the duel types of excitation
the values could also be compared for both ambient and forced tests. One
characteristic which they found was different between the two was that higher damping
ratio existed for the forced vibration testing.
Paultre et al. (2000)
Paultre et al conducted a study on the Beauharnois Bridge which is located near
Montreal. This bridge is a combined suspension and cable stay bridge. It traverses the
St. Laurence River with two traffic lanes and two supporting towers. Originally the
bridge had two stiffening built up girders and a deteriorating deck. Due to the pour
health of the bridge an upgrade was necessary. The retrofit consisted of two hollow
tube steel trusses to support a new orthotropic deck and two new stay cables. The
findings presented in this paper were taken from tests performed on the retrofitted
bridge. Ambient and controlled traffic loads were used to obtain the acceleration
responses. Vibration modes, mode shapes and dynamic amplification factors were
calculated. The dynamic amplification factor was also a key parameter that was
wanted. It was a key focus because not much information was available on the DAF of
long span suspension which can be extremely useful in the design process. Another key
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point to gaining an understanding of project feasibility in order to rehabilitate a bridge is
the separation of flexural and torsional modes is needed to overcome the aerodynamic
problems that could be faced. For the test setup that was performed on the bridge half
of the symmetric deck was instrumented at each vertical hanger with force balanced
accelerometers. The testing equipment was limited to only 8 sensors, therefore two
were kept at the reference locations and the remaining sensors were moved to their
new positions to be able to obtain data for all of the positions needed. Resolution
below 0.05 Hz was obtained and the average of at least three recordings was used to
stabilize the frequency response curve. The Fast Fourier Transform was used to obtain
the frequency content and the rest of the dynamic characteristics. The reference
stations were used in order to establish a direction of motion using the phase values.
For the analysis MAC correlations were also calculated to compare the numerical and
experimental shapes. The main objectives for this testing were to find the dynamic
properties of the bridge along with the DAF. These results were then used to calibrate
the finite element model and also gain a better database for suspension type bridges.
Articles Related to Concrete Type Bridges
Brownjohn et al. (2003)
Pioneer Bridge, a short span bridge, was the center focus of this report. Pioneer
Bridge is located in Western Singapore. It is constructed of precast pre-tensioned Tbeams and transverse diaphragms. This bridge was tested dynamically in order to find
the modal properties of the bridge before and after upgrades. The structure was
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upgraded from a simple span to a joint-less continuous superstructure. Both forced and
ambient tests (response only) were performed. Through the testing they acquired
natural frequencies, mode shapes, damping ratios and modal masses. In the test setup
the shaker was located at one third of the span length. The shaker that was used was an
APS 400 long stroke electrodynamic shaker. Force balanced and piezo electric
accelerometers were used to detect the motion. The testing was performed in the 5-32
Hz range. In being a shorter span and thus most like much stiffer than the previously
described suspension bridges the frequency range is somewhat higher and broader.
MAC analysis was performed for both the tests that occurred before and after the
upgrades. The results from this study revealed that higher damping ratios were found
after the upgrades were completed. In total five modes were found from 0 -20 Hz.
Doebling and Farrar (1996)
Some of the issues behind ambient vibration for the detection of structural
damage were discussed. This paper deals with testing that was performed on a
decommissioned highway bridge near truth or consequences, New Mexico. The bridge
panels rest upon concrete piers with a roller and half roller configuration at the
supports. Forced vibration was provided by an impact hammer. Ambient vibration was
provided by driving a car across the bridge. One of the cross members was unbolted in
order simulate damage. MAC analysis was used to analyze the difference from before
and after. In the concluding remarks it appears that the data obtained gave evidence
that ambient testing is just as good as forced vibration testing when damage detection
is concerned. However, in the case of damage analysis the results were better for
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ambient testing. This, as was pointed out, was probably due to the higher loads
involved in the ambient testing.
Halling et al. (2000)
The bridge of focus was a reinforced concrete bridge on the 600 south viaduct on
the I-15 corridor. Changes in stiffness, mass, and damping lead to changes in the
dynamic characteristics i.e. natural frequency, mode shape, and modal damping. This
test also dealt with damage estimation, but mainly consisted of forced vibration testing.
Three separate states of damage were inflicted on the bridge bents. After the varying
stages of damage; excitation was provided by an eccentric mass shaker. Forced
balanced accelerometers were used to pick up the movement. One comment of note
that was suggested in the setup was that during setup it is essential to keep consistency
in the data acquisition. This must occur in order for comparisons to be made. A sine
sweep of 1-20 Hz was performed with 0.05 Hz increments of resolution. A process
called demodulation was used in order to filter out the noise. The basic concept behind
demodulation is that any point within +/- 5% of the average frequency is kept as good
data. It is noted in the results that the frequencies decrease as damage increases also
the stiffness goes down with increased damage.
Halling et al. (2001)
This article deals with the Testing of the I -15 Bridge span that was part of nine
total spans over South Temple Street in Salt Lake City. The span underwent seven
different tests of damage and repair to simulate retrofitting after an earthquake or
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other catastrophic event. The eccentric mass shaker was used to excite the bridge
which is capable of 20,000 lbf. For the testing procedure frequency sweeps between 0.5
and 5.5 Hz were performed at 0.05 Hz increments. Forced balanced accelerometers
were used in order to instrument the bridge. After damage it was found that the
natural frequencies were reduced and after the repairs were completed on some of the
test the natural frequencies went up. Epoxy injection, shotcrete, and carbon fiber were
among some of the retrofits that were performed for the repairs which in turn stiffened
the bridge and thus increased the bridges natural frequencies.
Morassi and Tonon (2008a)
Palu Bridge is a two lane, three span post tensioned reinforced concrete bridge
located near Friuli Venezia Giulia Italy. This experiment was carried out using a closed
loop electro-mechanic actuator mounted in a vertical direction. The shaker was located
at a quarter of the midspan. Peizo-electric accelerometers were used in order to
measure the motion. Natural frequencies were found using the peak picking method.
Damping ratios were also found in this study. In comparing the modes of the
experiment to the modes of the FE model some of the modes of the FE model did not
match up to those found in the experiment. A MAC analysis was performed to further
compare the results. These items were used to update the model and give it better
results. One item of note is that one of the most crucial steps is the right selection of
parameters in the updating process.
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Salawu and Williams (1995a)
The structure of interest for this study was a 104m six span two lane bridge. The
deck of this bridge is of a voided slab construction built of reinforced concrete which has
multiple spans. The objectives of this paper focus on the before and after repair
dynamic characteristics. Accelerometers and other response transducers were used to
gather the data. The excitation was provided by a hydraulic actuator powered by two
pumps. A periodic random signal was implemented to excite the bridge. A frequency
span of 0-25 Hz was the range for which the bridge was tested. The methods to
compare the findings can compare both experimental vs. experimental, theoretical vs.
theoretical or experimental vs. theoretical. All three sets can be entered into the MAC
analysis. Frequency response functions were normalized to the largest value in order to
scale the results. It was found that a slight reduction in the frequencies occurred based
upon the nature of the repairs. Once the MAC analysis had been performed, smaller
MAC values show that there was a change to the bridge from the repairs. The mode
shapes varied from the previous modes found. However it was also noted in this
research that mode shape repeatability is of a low percentage and a fairly large error
can arise from test to test. This paper also states that in order to have any confidence in
the detection of damage that the frequency would need to change on an order of 5 % or
more. One possible effect upon the wide range of differences could be due to the
temperature as well as humidity.
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Articles Related to Metal and Concrete
Composite Type Bridges
Halling et al. (2004)
This paper is based on an S-shaped steel plate girder bridge that was built along
the I-15 corridor in 2000. This bridge continually spans 12 concrete bents over a total
length of 670 meters. Natural frequencies and mode shapes were evaluated from both
ambient and forced vibrations. An eccentric mass shaker was used for the forced
vibration. The shaker was placed at the center of the spans. In this test two systems
were used to collect the data, one was composed of a permanent set of uni-axial
accelerometers and one was composed of velocity transducers and temporary
accelerometers. Two Approaches were used in this study to find the natural
frequencies. One was normalized displacement plots and the other was singular value
graphs. It was concluded that frequency variations ranged from 0.9 to 4.1 percent from
test to test. It was found that the variations in frequencies were due to procedure and
not due to temperature difference. However, it is suggested that for future reference
temperatures should be noted and watched more carefully.
Khalil et al. (1998)
For this study testing was conducted on the Boone River Bridge in Hamilton
County Iowa. This bridge is a three span steel welded plate girder bridge with a 200 mm
thick reinforced concrete deck. This text discusses the government’s inspection cycle
and how the inspections should be global in nature and automated. However for the
core aspects of this paper four parameters were investigated (1) environmental
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conditions (2) change in the bridge mass (3) excitation methods and (4) deck
rehabilitation. Response was measured using a data acquisition system (DAS).
Accelerometers were used to detect the excitation. For testing purposes a resolution of
.033 Hz was established. A model was used to derive data that was used to understand
the bridge before actual testing. For the experimental portion data was collected at 42
stations 21 on each side of the bridge. Due to limited sensor the tests were run at one
set of locations then at another and on and on until all stations were reached. One set
of accelerometers was kept at the reference point to have common data between all
tests. Once the stations were in place a truck was driven across the bridge in order to
produce the excitation. Damage was simulated by placing a vehicle on the bridge deck.
Also different weight vehicles were placed on the bridge to change the mass
distribution. The peak amplitude method was used to find the natural frequencies.
Mode shapes were then derived from ratios of the peak amplitude and phase was
considered in order to obtain the sign convention. It was found that some peaks
corresponded to noise in the electrical measuring system. They found that as
temperatures increase frequencies decrease, however it had minimal effect upon the
outcome. Due to the vehicles additional mass the testing resulted in lower longitudinal
bending frequencies.
Mertlich et al. (2007)
Non-composite Curved three span steel I girder bridge in Salt Lake City was test
in this study. Built in 1971 it was located at 6400 South and I-215. It consists of five
curved steel I girders supported by bronze rocker bearings. Upon inspection some of
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the rocker bearings had been welded when installed also some of the additional
bearings had corroded to the point where they were no longer functioning. There were
also pieces of the approach slab which were butted up against the deck which made the
bridge very stiff. For testing, vibrations were introduced by an eccentric mass shaker as
well as a second set of tests done by an impact hammer being struck against the side of
the bridge. The sensor setup included both velocity transducers and accelerometers.
The shaker was place at a location where it would not interfere with the modal nodes.
This specific shaker was capable of producing up to 89 kN (20 Kips) of force. The test
frequency range was from 0.5 to 20 Hz at 0.02 Hz increments. Thirty six 1 Hz velocity
transducers were used and eight 1 g vertically oriented accelerometers were used.
Placement of the sensors was done by placing the instruments at bearing points, mid
spans, and at select locations along the midspan of the bridge. The forcing magnitudes
were normalized by the amplitude of the applied forcing function. A Fast Fourier
Transform was used to switch from the time domain to the frequency domain and the
FRF (frequency response function) was plotted. As the boundary restraints on the
bridge were reduced the natural frequencies were also reduced. Reducing the
restraints on the bearing supports had the largest reduction on the frequencies out of
any of the tests. In order to do the testing the shaker was incremented to a higher
frequency and readings were taken for 20 seconds and then the frequency was
increased once again. This process was repeated until the range of frequencies desired
was spanned. In this study a MAC analysis was performed. Along with the MAC analysis
an Auto MAC analysis was performed in order to identify any spatial aliases or what can
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also be considered a lack of measurement data to fully define the mode shape. If the
MAC shows diagonal correlations an Auto MAC must be done to identify spatial aliases.
Plotting of the mode shape can also identify correlation variations. This study found
that changes in restraint stiffness or boundary conditions introduced new modes that
were not originally present. It was also concluded that impact testing may not be
adequate enough for some structures due to the limited energy and time for resonance.
Morassi and Tonon (2008b)
Zigana Bridge which spans the Zigana Torrent is a two span, two lane steel
concrete composite structures. The reinforced concrete deck is support by double T
steel beams. The vibration generator was a closed-loop electro-mechanical actuator
mounted vertically. In total 12 accelerometers and four seismometers were deployed
to catch the signals sent out by the vibrator. Testing was done over the range of 1 to 15
Hz with a 0.1 Hz resolution for 1 to 2.5 Hz, 0.02 Hz resolution for 2.5 to 9 Hz and .04 Hz
resolution for greater than 9 Hz. The stepped sign technique is what was used to
compute the FRF. Pretest finite element modeling was performed and later updated
using results from the dynamic testing. For this study a dynamic analysis was performed
and a static analysis was also performed. Therefore in a combined effect from the
dynamic and static results the model was calibrated to produce more realistic results.
The accuracy of the model depended upon interpretation of the experimental results as
well as a correct choice of parameters.
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Salane and Baldwin (1990)
This research was split up between two key experiments. First, a single span two
girder composite deck bridge model was tested. The second part was conducted on the
actual 72.3 m long bridge. This study’s objective was to document the changes in modal
properties as a result of structural deterioration. A close-loop electrohydraulic actuator
was mounted vertically to provide the vibrations. The Actuator was located at the
points of max deflection for the first bending, second bending and first torsional modes.
Servo accelerometers were used to measure the response of the bridge. One finding
from the testing was that the frequencies as fatigue testing progressed all decreased
except for one test which is most likely due to experimental error. The damping ratios
also change but seem to change in different directions for the model compared to the
prototype. The modal damping ratio’s decrease after the cut, but in the bridge it
increased at first then decreased.
Womack and Halling (1999)
The I-15 South Temple Bridge which consists of reinforced concrete bents,
abutments and deck with steel plate girders was the center of focus for this study. This
paper investigates the possibilities of using system identification for large multi degree
of freedom systems. It uses the forced vibration testing of a simple span which is left
over from a multispan bridge. Damage and repairs were performed to the bridge span
throughout the testing process. Most times it is assumed that the mass and damping
will remain about the same for a given bridge but the stiffness will vary the greatest. In
order to classify the current state it is necessary for a previous identification of the
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characteristics be performed in order to be a helpful evaluation tool. It is suggested
within this article that testing be performed yearly or after a catastrophic event to keep
a running database and track the performance. For this bridge an eccentric mass shaker
was used to excite the bridge and 1 g and 0.25 g accelerometers were used to map the
motions. The first four transverse modes were the objective of the testing. A sweep
was done where the shaker was stepped up at 0.05 Hz increments and the testing was
capped off at 11 Hz due to predictions by the model. The frequency, amplitude and
relative phase data from the raw data were used to determine the natural frequencies,
mode shapes, and modal damping ratios. The signal was changed from the time to
frequency domain and the natural frequencies were easily detectable in the analysis. A
low pass filter was used to weed out the noise and clarify the signal. A method called
the Half-power Bandwidth method was used to find the damping. Damage was
introduced to the structure by displacement of the bents until yielding occurred.
Repairs were made by composite fiber wraps, epoxy injections into cracks that were
formed, shotcrete, and carbon fiber wraps. It was found that for the first six tests there
was a drop in natural frequencies that represented significant softening of the structure.
One key point that was noted in the concluding remarks was that it is important during
testing to be able to have enough sensors to pick up all the readings that are necessary
to make a complete identification of the bridge. It also suggests here that sampling
rates should be at least 20 times the highest excitation frequency.
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Articles Related to Metal Arch Type Bridges
Calcada et al. (2002)
The research presented here rested upon a 172 m long tied iron double hinge
steel arch bridge with a deck above and one below. The Luiz I Bridge over the Douro
River is located in the City of Porto Portugal. This study was conducted in order to find
out what the effects of the new light metro rail would do to the bridge. The light metro
rail was assumed to put a relatively high dynamic load on the bridge, thus a dynamic
analysis was needed in order to establish the dynamic properties. Ambient vibration
testing was carried out in order to update the model of the bridge. Two accelerographs
were used at distinct reference locations while the other two were placed at 22
different locations along the bridge. This was done in order to map out the bridge in its
entirety. These sensors were carefully oriented in the same configuration for xx
(longitudinal), yy (transverse), and zz (vertical). A 50 Hz sample rating was used with
0.02 Hz resolution. A spectral approach in the frequency domain was used to identify
the frequencies along with the coherence function. The transfer function was then
evaluated to find the amplitude and the phase was evaluated to give the sign
convention. A MAC correlation was used between the calculated and experimental
modes. This study looked into some of the maximum acceptable limits of vibration that
were established by Ontario highway bridge design code. Some of these limits looked
into the comfort of the passengers. In the conclusion the dynamic amplification factors
turned out fairly low. It was also concluded that the passengers comfort was always
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excellent, but the pedestrian comfort on the upper deck were only acceptable. It was
also found that problems were likely to occur at velocities higher than the 60 km/h.
Ren et al. (2004)
The two parallel Tennessee River Bridges, found on the I-24 highway, consisting
of nine spans each, were the center point of this study. They are considered to be what
is known as a Steel Girder Arch Bridge. The main middle span being the arch span is 163
m long. Ambient vibration from wind and traffic is used as the input force. The peak
picking method in the frequency domain and the stochastic subspace method were both
used for the modal identification. The frequency damping ratio and mode shapes were
found and used in finite element modal updating, structural damage detection,
structural safety evaluation, and structural health monitoring. It was concluded from
the testing that ambient vibration measurements have challenges due to the small
magnitudes of vibration versus the noise that needs to be filtered out. The bridge was
outfitted with triaxial accelerometers and eight test setups were organized in order to
map out the bridges response. Reference locations were picked and the sensors were
laid out in line with the suspended steel wire ropes which connect to the deck. The
comparison between analyzed and identified natural frequencies was accomplished by
frequency comparison, mode shape comparison and MAC analysis. It was found that
the results from the peak picking method and the stochastic subspace method gave very
comparable results yet the stochastic method did produce better mode shapes.
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Summary
Dynamic testing has been performed for a wide variety of reasons as can be seen
through the presentation of the articles above. Many are focused towards the
identification of the modal parameters in order to inspect for damage or softening of
the structure. A good understanding of dynamic characteristics can lead to better
modeling and also better future construction of bridges. As can be seen through these
articles, most of the studies that have been preformed are on reinforce concrete and
composite types of construction. Less documented work has been done in the field on
steel structures. Also most of the sensors involved in these articles were of the
accelerometer type. As for the force input, ambient vibrations are more widely used.
Ambient vibrations are already present and create less of an expense. However, there is
a good portion of research being performed using forced vibrations to induce
movement into the structure. The conclusions from most papers seem to differ on what
type of testing was more effective to find the parameters, ambient vs. forced. However
if forced vibration gives a high enough forcing input the results can be better analyzed
because the input force is known. Frequency ranges were also of interest in this
overview. Most long span suspension type bridges had very low natural frequencies in
the 0-1 Hz range where the others study had higher frequencies in the range from 0 to
20 or 30 Hz. Most of the methods of analysis that were studied gave fairly comparable
results for each study which used more than two methods. As dynamic testing is
gaining popularity it is producing very good results and continues to look promising.
However, one comment that most of the researchers issue was that dynamic testing can
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vary as much as 5 % between each test. Therefore dynamic testing has great
advantages yet it must be monitored closely to avoid system errors.
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BRIDGE DESCRIPTION

In 1943 the design was approved for the construction of bridge No. 5718, which
spans the Kettle River located just outside the City of Sandstone in Pine County
Minnesota. The Bridge is part of Minnesota Trunk Highway 123, which runs in an eastwest direction. This bridge was built partly due to the Minnesota Legislatures expansion
of the trunk highway system and partly because the federal government opened a
prison close to Sandstone. A sufficient route was needed to bring supplies to the prison.
Bridge No. 5718 was built to replace a 700 foot span steel-trestle bridge that was old
and in disrepair. Instead of building another 700 foot bridge extensive approaches were
built at the bridge site which allowed for a shorter bridge to be constructed. The Bridge,
as seen in Figure 1, was opened for traffic in 1948.

Figure 1. Bridge No. 5718

Figure 2. Truss and Spans Layout
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The Bridge, which spans a 400 foot wide section, consists of two parallel steel
Pratt trusses. The Bridge acts as three separate spans. The 300 foot central truss has a
mid span of 200 feet which rests upon two concrete piers on either side of the river as
seen in Figure 2. Two 50 foot cantilevered portions are on each end of the truss. The
other two sections of the bridge are the shorter 50 foot sections on either side of the
central truss. The central truss is statically determinate with a pin type support at the
west pier and an elastomeric pad at the east pier which is assumed as a roller type
connection for analysis. The 200 foot central span is an arch type span. The remainder
of the bridge consists of 50 foot suspended spans which rest between the cantilevered
portions and the abutments as seen in Figure 3. One false member fits on the bottom
cord of each truss between the 50 foot cantilevered portion and the 50 foot spans giving
a uniform appearance to the bridge. The false member has end connections which
consist of a slotted hole on the member and a pin as seen in Figure 4. This figure also
shows how the suspended span rests upon the central truss.
The depth of the truss from the point of connection on the pier to the top of the
truss just below the deck totals 38 feet. The two trusses parallel each other at 20 feet
on center. The deck accommodates a 32 foot roadway width and a sidewalk on the
south side. The abutments are composed of concrete with concrete quilt slope
protection below the abutment on the approach. The concrete piers are 15 ft deep to
the footing and the footing covers an area that is 12 foot 6 inches by 40 feet. The plans
for construction outline 96 untreated timber piles being used for the east pier and 80
untreated timber piles for the west pier all of which are approximately 30 ft in length.
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Figure 3. Suspended Span and Abutment

Figure 4. Suspended Span Connection and False Member Joint
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The purpose behind the 50 foot simply supported suspended sections on each
end was to allow for the settlement of the abutments. The top and bottom cords of the
bridge are composed of two channel sections which are connected together by lattice Xlacing. The vertical and diagonal members are I-beams. The deck of the bridge is
reinforced concrete which rests on a series of I-beam stringers and I-beam girders. The
superstructure and deck structure are riveted together. Rivets are also used in the
joints and lattice work. All truss joints are gusseted; therefore there is some fixity at
each member end.
In 1984 the bridge underwent some reconstruction. The reconstruction focused
on some of the truss joints that were fatiguing. The deck of the bridge was also
upgraded and modified so that the sidewalk on the south side of the bridge now
cantilevers out from the main portion of the deck. The new deck is five feet wider than
the original deck. The original metal open-balustrade railings were replaced with solid
concrete parapet railings. The abutments were also reconstructed. The casting rollers
which once held the truss on the east pier were removed and replaced with elastomeric
bearing pads. In 1985 steel plates were also added in order to strengthen the upper and
lower chords.
Bridge No. 5718 is eligible under the Historic National Registry due to meeting
parameters set forth in Criterion C. The record is found under historic context of “Iron
and Steel Bridges in Minnesota.” This section states that when characteristics not
typical to design are used, such as the cantilever and hinge design found on the bridge,
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that it is eligible to be in the registry. Another qualifier is the bridge is of a deck truss
type which is a rare form of construction among bridges in Minnesota (MDOT 2011).
On August 3, 2007 Bridge No. 5718 was subject to a special inspection imposed
by the governor. This special inspection was warranted due to the collapse of Bridge
9340 (35W bridge) which was composed of similar design details. During the inspection
no major deficiencies were found. However it was reported that some of the tack welds
were cracked, also occasional flaking rust and pack rust were found on and between the
members. This bridge experiences moderate amounts of daily use which allowed for a
quiet testing environment compared to most intercity bridges. The Average Daily Traffic
Count (ADT) that was collected in 2004 (MDOT 2007) put the daily vehicle count as
2,050 vehicles per day. It was found that the Average Daily Truck Count was 164 trucks
per day (MDOT 2007).
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DYNAMIC TESTING

Testing Outline
The test trip was scheduled and completed on July 17-24, 2010. In order to
transport equipment and supplies, two days of travel were configured into the time.
Test setup began on Monday the 19th of July. Setup started early on Monday morning
and was completed by mid afternoon on Monday. Once all cable and sensors and data
system components were connected together what is known as the shake down was
performed in order to verify that sensors were plugged into the correct channels. This
shake down was done using cable labels and sensor numbers. Each sensor was tapped
on with two or three distinct taps so that the live feed could be seen on the computer.
After this was done the sensors were oriented in the proper direction and leveled. The
actual testing was begun in the evening of July 19th. Due to the amount of noise on the
bridge during the daytime, night testing was also performed in order to be more
effective. The schedule allowed for a day of vertical testing, a day for transverse testing
and a day for longitudinal testing and cleanup. The vertical test was expected to take
longer due to configuration of the testing method, whether it be swept sine or stepped
sine approach. The three test setups, which will be described in detail later on, were
performed in the order of Vertical first, Transverse second and Transverse/Longitudinal
third. It should be noted that throughout the test data and text of this paper the
Transverse/Longitudinal test is also referred to as the 45 Degree test. Testing ended on
the morning of July 22 and all of the equipment was taken down and packed into the
trailer to be transported.
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Bridge Orientation and Access
The orientation of the bridge was highly influential in the placement of the
cables, sensors, and central data physic control system. The area surrounding the
bridge is densely forested with trees and underbrush. Approaching the bridge from the
top on each end from the sides is nearly impossible due to the guardrails and thick
vegetation. The only spaces available for equipment on the top of the bridge were the
shoulders of the approach pavement and sidewalk area. During the week of testing one
of the lanes of the traffic that cross the bridge was closed to allow for more work space.
In preparation for the testing it was noted that there was a dirt access road that runs
under the west side of the bridge. In laying out the sensors and the cables the dirt
access road was a great benefit. Due to the access road and symmetry of the bridge
most of the sensors were placed on the west end where access is greatest. The trailer
was used to station all of the core components of the system such as the Data physics
units, computer and amplifiers. The trailer’s suggested location was at the base of the
abutment embankment approximately 50 feet from the bridge. However, upon arrival
and further investigation the trailer was placed just under the arch of the bridge as close
to the pier, as seen in Figure 5 as possible to allow other equipment to still move along
the road. This allowed for more options when placing the shakers which were limited in
range due to the cable lengths. It also allowed for the high lifts to be easily maneuvered
without the fear of the trailer being in the way.
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Figure 5. Central Station Location

Data Physics System and Equipment
The equipment that was used consisted of the following components:
•

Laptop computer

•

Data Physics Corporation SignalCalc Dynamic Signal Analyzers software

•

Data Acquisition Unit (DAQ)

•

APS Dynamic Amplifiers model 144 and 145, respectively

•

Electro-Seis APS 400 Shakers with Reaction Mass Assembly attached to each

•

Seismic Cables with military type connectors

•

BNC to Military connection pigtails

•

Mark Products 1 Hz Model L-4 Seismometers (Velocity Transducers)
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•

Horizontal Velocity Transducer Cradles

•

Two gas powered generators

•

Power Cords
The DAQ, as seen in Figure 6, unit consists of three eight channel cards giving the

unit a capability of observing up to 24 channels. For the tests that were performed one
of the channels was used to verify the input to the two shakers. The other 23 channels
were used for the sensors. The DAQ has a single output port which generates the signal
which in turn is supplied to the amplifiers. The APS dynamic amplifiers, seen in Figure 7,
are equipped with a gain knob which is capable of manually adjusting the amplitude of
the force which is input by the shakers. The amplifiers received power from a portable
generator that was devoted specifically to the amplifiers alone. The computer and Data
Physics (DAQ and laptop) unit received power from a smaller portable generator. Both
Electro-Sies APS 400 Shakers, which are electromagnetic linear shakers, are capable of
producing a 100 lb (445 N) of force per shaker. Therefore if the shakers are run in
parallel the total force that can be used to excite a structure is 200 lbs (890 N). For
longer periods of testing it is recommended to use a max rating of 70.7 lb (314 N) or
0.707 of the peak value. This recommendation is due to cooling concerns and above 20
Hz the voltage requirements increase greatly. It should also be noted that the maximum
armature stroke that is produced by the shakers is 6.25 in (158 mm) (APS Dynamics, Inc.
2009). The two shakers seen in Figure 8 are oriented in the vertical position for the
picture, however for the testing the shakers were laid down in a horizontal position.
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Figure 7. Amplifier
Figure 6. Data Physics DAQ Unit

Figure 8. Electromagnetic Shakers
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Figure 9. Velocity Transducer, Cable, and Cradle

The seismic cables that are used come in lengths of 100 ft, 150 ft and 250 ft
lengths. All cables are outfitted with military type connections with one male and one
female end. They are also labeled in order for the setup to be traced from channel to
sensor. Short pigtails are required to convert from the military connectors to the BNC
type connections which are then connected into the channels on the front of the DAQ.
The Velocity Transducers are all fitted with a male military connector. A single 150 ft
cable along with the velocity transducer positioned in the cradle can be seen in Figure 9.
Combinations of 23 vertical and horizontal sensors were used for the testing. The
cradles used for leveling the horizontal sensors are composed of pieces of aluminum
channel attached to a strap which holds the transducer to the channel. Three set
screws are located on the bottom of the channel in order for the transducer to be
properly leveled. Putty allowed leveling of the vertical sensors.
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A schematic of the setup configuration can be seen in Figure 10. The illustration
shows the laptop which is ported into the DAQ. The signal is then sent out of the DAQ
into a T-connection at the first amplifier. It continues into a T-connection at the second
amplifier. The signal gets put into the amplifiers as well as being routed back into the
DAQ through the reference channel. The amplifier sends the signal to the shaker which
excites the structure. The velocity transducers then sense the signal and readings are
acquired.

Figure 10. System Schematic
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The theoretical background of the software should be noted here to understand
where the program leaves the data when it is output from the system. The SignalCalc
Mobilyzer Dynamic Signal Analyzer software works on a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
platform. The FFT is a quick algorithm developed by Cooley and Tukey in 1965 that
solves Fourier Transforms. The difference between the two forms is that the Fourier
transform requires N2 complex multiply and divide operations where the FFT only
required NLog2(N) operations, where N is the total number of time domain samples.
The fewer operations required saves time in the calculation process due to the direct
evaluation of the Fourier Transform. The SignalCalc software uses a modified Cooley
Tukey algorithm which further speeds up the process of computation. The FFT’s
purpose is to transform time domain signals into the frequency domain and vice versa.
The following equations are used by the software in the algorithm to obtain the Fourier
Series Coefficients:

Within these equations xr represents time domain samples, Sn represents frequency
domain samples and N is the total number of time domain samples (Data Physics
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Corporation 2009). Once the testing has been done the data already runs through the
FFT and is ready for frequency domain analysis.
Central Station Placement
Due to the Bridge Orientation the central station was chosen to be a spot where
the access was high and the cables could easily be maneuvered and laid out until they
reached the designated sensors. It was also a high priority to be able to place all of the
amplifiers, data physics, and computer unites in the trailer in order to keep them
protected from the elements, out of the dust, and secure for night testing. It was also
necessary to have a location where the system could be continuously running and not
need to be relocated due to workspace conflicts. The weather was also a concern in
having all of the vulnerable machines safe from rain.
The central location was also ideal due to the amount of cable that would be
needed in order to reach all of the sensors. This was also a concern for loss and noise
interference of the signal within the cables if the cables were required to be longer.
Each of the shakers has an approximate cable length of 200 feet, which reduced the
number of possible shaker locations. The amplifiers also needed to be placed in a spot
that was convenient for being connected to generators that would be running
continuously. This is also a major factor in putting the station below so that the
generators could be placed a distance away from the bridge to reduce the amount of
noise that they would contribute.
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Sensor Placement
In orienting the sensors the panel points were used to place all sensors. The
panel points provide good markers and are the most direct links between the bridge
deck and the trusses due to the alignment of the beams with the panel points. All
sensors on the deck were aligned off of the centerline between the two trusses and
placed at 17 feet off center which places each sensor directly over the ends of the
beams. For ease of measurement, during test setup, sensors were measured from the
bottom of the north and south barriers. On the north side the sensors were placed in
the shoulder at 14 inches on center from the barrier. On the south side sensors were
placed 23 inches on center from the barrier. Sensor measurement and location in the
longitudinal direction was based off of the expansion joint on the west end. Each panel
point is 16 feet 8 inches from the next one. This allowed for a convenient placement as
well as a more direct correlation to the bridge’s truss system. The panel point
numbering system can be seen in Figure 11. The numbering starts with zero on the
west side of the bridge and moves across to panel point twenty-four on the east side of
the bridge.

Figure 11. Panel Points
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Figure 12. Tri-axial Sensor Setup

In all three tests it was decided that there should be a tri-axial location, as seen
in Figure 12, set as the reference to be able to compare the results. This position was
located on the south side at panel point number ten. Panel points were label in a west
to east fashion and started with zero near the expansion joint from which all
measurements were taken. The panel point numbering can be seen in Figure 11.
Channels one, two, and three were used as the transverse, vertical, and longitudinal
sensors, respectively, at the main reference point.
This setup originally consisted of 22 channels for the sensors themselves and two
channels for the verification of the output. However, in further use of the system it was
found that a multiple input multiple output setup requires an extra piece of software to
run. This type of testing with duel verification was also unnecessary for the testing that
was planned. Therefore the plans that were laid out changed so that 23 channels of
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sensors could be used and only one channel was need for the verification. However two
shakers were still used to perform the tests. Therefore the final test setup consisted of
23 channels for the sensors themselves and one channel for the verification of the
output. The output channel was split and run into two amplifiers which then fed the
two linear mass shakers. Using the symmetry of the bridge and the ease of access on the
west end most of the sensors were place towards the west end.
During planning, the bridge was broken up into three sections. Using the panel
points as references the middle section could be broken down into 12 panels and the
end sections could be broken up into six panels each. Therefore the main channel of
reference lies at panel point number ten. This position showed the most promising
results in the simple computer analysis model for good data in a variety of modes.
Within the lower modes, this location never corresponded with a nodal point. All three
tests were mapped out as follows.
Proposed Sensor Layout
The vertical test was the first setup that was performed once arriving at the
bridge site. In the preliminary plans the sensors were laid out from west to east.
Channels four, five, and six were placed at panel point number three on the south side.
This location was of particular interest due to the joint between the cantilevered portion
of the main span and the simply supported section between the joint and the abutment.
Sensors four and six are both vertical sensors placed at a foot off of the joint to the east
and to the west. It is of interest to find out how much the joint will differ in magnitude
from side to side. Also channel five was used as a transverse at this location. One
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vertical on channel twenty-two was place on the north side just opposite of channels
four, five, and six.

Figure 13. Column and Pier Sensors
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It was noteworthy to see how much different the vertical responses were from
the pier all the way up to the deck. Channel seven was place on the deck at panel point
six, channel eight was placed on the column right above the gusset plate and channel
nine was placed on the concrete pier itself as seen in Figure 13. The same arrangement
was set up on the east pier using channels thirteen, fourteen, and fifteen, respectively.
These six sensors were located on the south side alone.
The remainder of the sensors were place on the bridge deck at panel point eight,
ten, twelve, sixteen and again on the east joint at panel point twenty-one. All of these
locations have a sensor that correlate on the north and south side. These sensors will
allow for the mapping of the mode shape once the testing is completed. They were
selected based upon the computer analysis model that was done as well as the
correlation between panel points. This layout as described here can be seen in Figure
14 and Figure 15.
The same arrangement of sensors was used for the prior transverse sensor
layout so that the switch between tests would be quick but still give good results. All of
the verticals were switched to transverse sensors. And the one transverse on channel
five was switched to a vertical. Once again in planning this layout many of the same
reasons for the placement of the vertical sensors applies to the placement of these
transverse sensors. The Transverse layout can be seen in Figure 16 and Figure 17.
In development of the preliminary longitudinal plan it was assumed that the
bridge deck is very stiff in the direction parallel to traffic flow. For this reason many of
the sensors that were on the central bridge deck section were removed and placed

Figure 14. Prior Vertical Elevation View
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Figure 15. Prior Vertical Plan View
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Figure 16. Prior Transverse Elevation View
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Figure 17. Prior Transverse Plan View
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Figure 18. Prior Longitudinal Elevation View
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Figure 19. Prior Longitudinal Plan View
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around the joints at panel points three and twenty-one to monitor the change in
response. However in making this plan it was not clear how rigid this joint is. This plan
was set forth assuming that the joint has a separating line in the deck. In this test
another location of interest was the expansion joint between the bridge deck and the
abutment. In light of the expansion joint sensors were placed as references on the
abutment on the north and south side as well as the deck itself. The sensors were kept
on the pier locations but just switched to be in the longitudinal direction. According to
the Finite Element model only a few modes exist compared to the many found in the
transverse and vertical directions. This is why this test was scheduled to be performed
last when in the field. This test setup was also highly likely to change in the field
depending upon the further investigation of the bridge when present at the site. The
previous longitudinal plan existed as seen in Figure 18 and Figure 19.
Final Sensor Layout
The vertical setup was performed as previously planned except for the addition
of a sensor and relocation of another sensor. The sensor on channel number six was
relocated to panel point fifteen and was used as a transverse sensor. This means only
channels four and five were placed at panel point number three on the south side. Also
since the other verification channel was unnecessary for the shaker input the additional
channel was used as a vertical channel at panel point fifteen on the south side this
sensor is channel twenty-three. All other channels remained the same. On the east pier
channels fourteen and fifteen were switched with each other, but remained on the pier
and column. It was also unnecessary for the channels near the truss joints at panel
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points three and twenty-one to be a foot off of the seam. The final vertical test plan can
be seen in Figure 22 and Figure 23. The general cross section and sensor placement can
be seen in Figure 20. The method used to mount the sensors on the column can be
seen in Figure 21.
The final transverse test stayed the same as planned except for channel six and
channel twenty-three that were stationed at panel point fifteen. They were left as they
were in the final vertical test. One other significant change to the original plans in this
test was the switch of channel twenty from a transverse to a vertical. This allowed one
sensor for detection of any vertical movement on the north side during the transverse
test. The final transverse layout can be seen in Figure 24 and Figure 25.
The final Longitudinal/Transverse test setup changed the most from what was
previously planned. Once it was made clear that the bridge had no open hinged joints in
the bridge deck and therefore was very ridged along its length a different approach was
discussed. The idea to shake at a diagonal was chosen. This would allow for more
results in the transverse direction as well as allow for the testing to pick up the
Longitudinal Modes. This approach was weighed as being far more beneficial to the
data collection than the pure longitudinal test would be. All of the sensors would stay
the same as the transverse test except for the sensors on channels twelve, eighteen and
twenty-one. These three sensors would be switched from a transverse direction to the
longitudinal direction. This would provide four sensors for the longitudinal data. This
setup also saved on time so that more tests could be run with less down time for
rearrangement. The shakers were positioned at a 45 degree angle between the

Figure 20. Typical Cross Section
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Figure 21. Typical Mounting Detail
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Figure 22. Final Vertical Elevation View
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Figure 23. Final Vertical Plan View
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Figure 24. Final Transverse Elevation View
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Figure 25. Final Transverse Plan View
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Figure 26. Final 45 Degree Elevation View
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Figure 27. Final 45 Degree Plan View
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longitudinal and transverse direction. The shakers during this test were left at panel
point nine. These changes and shaker locations can be seen in Figure 26 and Figure 27.
Shaker Placement
In prior plans several configurations were considered for the shakers. Several
different orientations and locations of the shakers were planned to achieve a good
range of results. The shaker placement was decided due to the preliminary modal
analysis that was performed. Each of the modes was viewed and shaker locations were
selected so that the shakers would be placed to avoid nodal locations. They were also
selected based on the approximate range of the power cables for the shakers. Taking
into consideration these parameters four locations were proposed. Locations at panel
point four on the north and south side of the bridge as well as locations at panel point
nine on the north and south side. It was also brought into consideration the options of
splitting up the shakers into two different locations, for instance, one on the south side
and one on the north side. Even the option to switch the leads on one of the shakers to
make it shake opposite of the other to create more of a torsional effect was looked into.
It was decided that most likely the best results would come from placing the shakers
side by side in one of the proposed locations. This is due to the uncertainty of the two
signals interfering with each other and damping the other signal out. Side by side the
shakers can allow for double the input with no concern of signal distortion. It is also
easier to visually inspect the shakers to make sure they are in sync with each other. The
shakers were proposed to be placed to shake in the vertical direction as well as in a
horizontal direction.
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Figure 28. Vertical and Transverse Setup

The final shaker locations consisted of two locations. These were located at
panel point nine and panel point eleven on the south side of the bridge. This way the
shakers would be on the sidewalk out of the way of traffic and other work that was
occurring on the bridge. Four total positions were used in the testing. Position one was
the placement of the shakers in the vertical position at panel point eleven. Position two
was the placement of the shakers in the vertical position at panel point nine. Position
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three was the placement of the shakers in a transverse direction at panel point nine.
Position four was the placement of the shakers at a 45 degree angle from the transverse
at panel point nine.
For the first tests in the vertical direction the shakers were placed at position
one in the drawings. This position is located at panel point eleven. For the next set of
tests, just prior to Run 11, the shakers were moved into position two on the drawings
which lies at panel point nine. By moving the shakers it allowed for verification of the
previous modes as well as the ability to catch other modes if they were not observed in
the previous position. The shakers were then moved into the transverse position
followed by the 45 degree position. All positions can be seen in the previous figures. An
Image of the Vertical and Transverse setups can be seen in Figure 28.
Test Setup and Execution Plan
In setting up the data physics software the first thing that is usually done is
activating and calibrating each channel for the specific velocity transducer’s calibration
coefficients. Several other options are set within the channel sheet so the at the data
output by the system is understood in the correct units. The generator must also be
activated and the frequency range set for the test. The control panel allows for the fine
tuning of such things as the sweeps, averages, bands and bandwidth filters. Run notes
are also added to each run for accuracy in later analysis. The graphical output area is
also arranged for easier viewing of the live test data.
In preparation for the testing previous experience that was gained from doing
similar tests on a bridge in California was used to map out the plan of execution. It was
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decided to first start out with a swept sine test to possibly target frequencies of interest
and then perform a more precise stepped sine test to verify the modes that were found
in the swept sine. Due to the uncertainty of the noise and response of the bridge the
testing approach had several options. If the swept sine would not average out the noise
then a longer sweep would be used to try and clarify the real input and wipe out the
noise. If the first two approaches discussed here failed to produce good results then the
testing would consist of mostly stepped sine. In performing the stepped sine it was
decided that it should be initialized with a wide frequency range and a larger bandwidth
filter as well as larger steps between data points. Once the data was looked at it would
be used to focus in on the frequencies where modes seemed to appear. The next round
of tests would be run using tighter bandwidths and smaller steps over that certain
frequency range.
The reason for starting with the swept sine approach was the ability to complete
tests quicker. The stepped sine approach is a much slower process and at times can
take several hours to complete one individual test. However with the swept sine
approach it is reasonable to think that the sweep moves over the frequencies so fast
that the input from the shakers is very minor in comparison to the ambient noise floor.
The shakers may be outputting the right frequencies but the structure never has the
ability to attain that frequency throughout the bridge and reach the sensors that are
furthest away. With the stepped sine the frequency is targeted up to a two to three
minute time period which allows for the bridge to achieve a steady state vibration
frequency and produce very clear results. In taking this approach the first few cycles of
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a new frequency step are used as the settling time and then the next few cycles are
averaged in order to produce the magnitude and phase at that particular frequency.
Once the sensors and system is set up, the shake down and channel verification
begins. Each channel is checked to make sure that the cable connection from the
channel in the data physics unit to the sensor is correct. This is extremely important as
to not mix the channels up and place them in the wrong location when analyzing the
data. Each sensor is gently rocked followed by a distinct set of taps on the sensor while
a practice test run is underway. This verifies that the sensor is in the correct location
and that it is working properly.
Problems Encountered and Solutions
One of the biggest obstacles to overcome while testing is the interference of
noise. The biggest noise that disrupted the testing was the traffic that randomly passed
over the bridge. In the event of cars passing over, the mass of the spring-mass system
would contact the stops. Larger tractor trailers would bottom out the sensors which
would go off scale for several seconds. Generators and other machines also created
noise that needed to be filtered out. One particular way to filter out the noise is to set
up the test so that the system only focuses on a very narrow bandwidth. It will then
only search for that particular frequency range. Bad cable connections or cables can
also cause poor data. The shake down was done to weed out any bad cables or even
sensors. Extra cables were also available to replace any damaged cables. Unleveled
horizontal sensors also pose a problem. All sensors need to be leveled properly in order
to produce accurate results. Vertical sensors use putty to settle them into a level
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position. Metal channels with clamps and set screws are used to level the transverse
and longitudinal sensors. One problem that may be encountered is having the
horizontal sensors core sitting against the stops if it is not properly balanced. During
testing, checks were done in order to make sure that none of the sensors were moved
or kicked by other workers. Generators also required regular refueling so that the tests
are not interrupted due to gas tanks running dry. It was also noted in order to reduce
the chance of noise that the power cables should not be run directly next to the sensor
cables.
Conclusion/Summary
In preparation for the dynamic testing the plans were compiled through using
results from the model and studying the layout of the bridge. The system and
equipment was all prepared and made ready for time efficient testing. The cables that
connect the data physics unit to the sensors were fitted with military type connectors
for easy assembly and good connectivity. These cables were sorted into 100 ft, 150 ft,
and 250 ft lengths for convenience to handle and fit together into longer lengths if
necessary. Before arriving on the site, tables were established that estimated the length
to the different sensors to ensure plenty of excess to accommodate the placement of
the trailer. The final cable tables can be seen in Appendix D. Two backup generators
were also taken to ensure adequate power for the system. These precautions along
with several others were taken to make the testing abilities flexible to different
situations that could possibly be encountered. The sensor plans were also partially
flexible due to not understanding what the joint constraints were between the central
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span and smaller end spans. It was also adjustable to accommodate the different
possibilities of traffic that could arise. Sensor placement was prepped for adjustment if
it conflicted with the other tests that were occurring at the same time.
The tests that have thus been discussed cover most of the important aspects of
the bridge and map out the surface to a desirable degree. In review of the data the
number of sensors available was able to give a good understanding of the dynamics of
the bridge. The overall spectrum and outlay of the data coming into the system during
the tests will also helped evaluate the layout selection’s adequacy.
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TEST NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS

On Site Setup
Once arriving upon the site the first thing that was decided was the placement of
the trailer. The optimal position for the trailer is under the bridge. This would allow for
the shortest amount of cable necessary and allow for less signal loss. In planning it was
uncertain if the space under the bridge would allow for the trailer to be parked as well
as provide enough space for the boom lifts to pass by. It was easy to tell once arriving
that there would be sufficient room to allow both the trailer and other equipment under
the bridge. Once the trailer was dropped, cables were the next step in the setup
process. The general cable layout can be seen in Figure 29 and Figure 30.
All cables were laid out to full length. The sensors were then marked out
according to the specifications outlined. Once at the site the joint between the center
span and the end spans was observed. There was no sign of a joint in the deck and
appeared in a very rigid state. This allowed for modifications in the test plans as well as
an extra channel to place another sensor. There was also an extra channel due to not
needing a second output verification channel. It was decided to place two sensors at
panel point fifteen. One would be in the transverse direction and one in the vertical
direction. The pavement and sidewalk was then dotted with green paint where each
sensor was to be located. Cables were then guided to the sensor locations and
connected. Serial numbers and cable numbers were recording in order to trace them
back to the data physics unit.

Figure 29. Cable Layout Elevation View
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Figure 30. Cable Layout Plan View
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Once the sensors were connected and rechecked the shakedown began. A test
was setup and then run without turning on the shakers. This allowed for the checking of
each sensor position and proper operation. Once the reading were checked and
verified, the sensors were leveled and puttied.
Monitoring of Testing
During testing sensors could be monitored on the computer to check if they
were functioning properly. The sensors would be marked as green in the channel
indicator bar if they were working properly, yellow if they are receiving low signals and
red if the signal exceeded the DAQ range. If no signal is being received the indicators
turn black. When larger vehicles and even some smaller vehicles would pass over the
bridge the sensors would bottom out and the sensors status would turn red. This
meaning that the sensors were overloaded.
In testing, three graphs were usually monitored. These graphs were set to
monitor on average four of the key sensors at a time. During testing the coherence
graph was monitored closely which allows for a correlation between what is being put
into the system and the readings that are coming out of the system. The unwrapped
phase was also monitored which can be traced to find where the phase shifts
approximately 180 degrees. The transfer function magnitude was the third graph that is
monitored. This shows where the bridge would hit a natural frequency and peak. These
three graphs help to determine if what was being observed is a natural frequency or
not.
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Testing went forward as planned. The first run of tests performed used the
swept sine type of testing. These tests took anywhere from 10 to about 20 minutes.
The sweep at first was done from 0 to 60 Hz and averaged out about 60 times. A few
more targeting swept sine tests were performed but the results appeared very noisy
and unclear.
The next approach was to take a longer sweep that would run through the
frequencies slower. This also proved to not provide good results. There were a few
possible modes that could be seen in the swept sine approach but it was not for certain
due to the varying noise that was occurring. Therefore it was decided to move to a
stepped sine approach. Several short runs were performed and the data appeared very
clear and easily depicted.
In the stepped sine approach the steps were usually set up in order to take a
reading every 0.05 Hz down to 0.025 Hz for more accurate data. During the day where
there was much more noise on the bridge the bandwidth that the system was told to
look within was reduced to a 0.1 Hz range to be able to filter out any unwanted signals.
At night when there was no traffic and no other equipment on the bridge the filter could
be opened up in order for the tests to be faster. The results were still as good but more
tests could be done through opening up the filter.
In order to be more efficient with the time a larger step was used and a broader
band was used to perform a relatively quicker test across a larger set of frequencies.
Once this test was completed the results were viewed and the certain frequencies of
interest were obtained. After these frequencies were noted the next test was set up so
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that the runs would target the key frequency areas of interest. The bandwidth was
decreased and the steps were also decreased to improve the quality of the test and
verify that the points picked out were true modes.
Shaker verification was an important step as well. Since the use of two shakers
was implemented it was necessary to verify if the shakers were inputting the same
signal or if they were conflicting. The same test was run for a specific mode that was
certain with only one shaker running. In conclusion the shaker produced a duplicate
result of the test with two shakers running. Therefore it was verified that the setup was
functioning properly with two shakers.
Test Labeling
Each test file was labeled as follows “LTBP-MN-07-19-2010.” This allowed the
project name, place, and date of testing to be documented on the file name. This
naming convention significantly helped later analysis of the data. Each test run that was
started was also labeled. The name was laid out in the following manner “Test Direction
(example: Vert.)-Frequency range-Date and Time-Shaker Position.” Field notes were
also added to each test to later identify what was happening in a given test.
Problems Encountered
During testing there were two tests in which the system received an error and
erased all the data for that particular run. This may have been due to the large amount
of data that was being processed by the system. The parameters set for these tests may
have been to extraneous for a single run. Sensor overloading due to trucks passing over
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was also a concern. However, these overloads were averaged out and were very short
compared to the duration of the testing; therefore they were filtered out by the system.
One noise that was consistent during the daytime hours was the vibration produced by
the motors of the snooper trucks, seen in Figure 31, being used to place live load
sensors under the bridge. This was handled by decreasing the bandwidth which filtered
out the vibrations from the trucks. It is a concern however that the trucks added a mass
to the bridge that may distort the data. This would produce a different set of
frequencies and mode shapes. For this reason as well as the others the more important
selective tests were done at night. At night noise levels were very low and the trucks
were no longer sitting upon the bridge.
Most of the tests that produced the best data for analysis and that were used in
the analysis were recorded during the night hours from seven or eight PM till nine AM.
Run 34 which was used for the analysis was done at about 3:30 PM and can be
compared to Run 37 which has a much sharper peak in the magnitude, as seen in
Appendix A. In Run 34 the mode appears, but has less defined data than Run 37. Most
of the daytime testing was used to pinpoint areas of interest. Narrower bandwidth
filters were used during the day, as well as more averages, to be able to obtain good
data. For these reasons the night time testing was utilized as the main source for modal
deduction. Testing at night proved to be a more efficient use of time.
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Figure 31. Snooper Truck
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DYNAMIC ANALYSIS
Overview
Over the duration of the testing period 55 tests were run. Of the 55 tests that
were done 46 were completed and recorded. The other nine tests were either stopped
or had a computer error associated with them. Every time a run was initiated the
program filed it under a new run. During the testing Runs 1 through 22 were associated
with the vertical test. Runs 24 through 41 were associated with the transverse test.
Runs 44 through 55 were associated with the longitudinal/transverse test or what will
also be referred to as the 45 degree test.
Analysis Procedure
The analysis of the data was performed step by step upon returning from
Minnesota. Each new portion of the analysis was added to an organized sheet for the
specific test in a spreadsheet which contains all of the test background information as
well as other further in-depth findings. Background information was also stored within
the same sheet as the given run to allow for accurate documentation.
Once all of the basic information such as run number, file name, test direction,
frequency range and field notes were recorded into the spreadsheet the first major task
in the analysis process was to come to an understanding of which tests contained
modes. The process to find the resonant frequencies started in the data physics
software through visual inspection and the peak picking method. Once a test was
viewed for example the test seen in Figure 32 it was shown with three different graphs.
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Magnitude

Phase

Coherence

Figure 32. Data Physics Screen Shot of Run 4

The top graph seen in the figure displays the Magnitude in in/s/V of the sensors over the
frequency range of the run. This plot is sometimes referred to as the spectral frequency
plot or frequency response plot. The middle graph depicts the unwrapped phase in
degrees over the frequency. The bottom graph is the coherence function which is
plotted over the frequency range of the run being viewed.
Using the three graphs described above the data was sorted through to find the
modes. First the magnitude graph was used to determine if there was a peak that most
of the sensors followed. The majority of the sensors should follow the general shape of
the peak. The sensors that were viewed were the main sensors on the deck in the
direction that the test was being run. For example, for the vertical tests, only the
vertical sensors on the deck were viewed to determine whether there was a possible
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mode. Later on all of the other sensors were analyzed in order to catch any
irregularities or movement in the other directions from the one being tested. Second, if
a peak was seen in the magnitude graph the unwrapped phase was viewed and traced.
In order for the frequency to be a true mode the phase needs to shift 180 degrees from
the left side of the peak to the right side of the peak. The center of the peak should be
located close to the center of the shift. Many times in analyzing the data the shift was
plus or minus 30 degrees from a true 180 degree shift. Third, in order to soundly
determine if the frequency being viewed actually was a reliable viewing the coherence
graph was evaluated. The coherence graph is useful in determining if what is being
received by the sensors corresponds to the signal that is being output by the shakers. If
the coherence was found to be good, or if it produced a value close to one, the assumed
mode is a true mode. If the value is closer to zero the data is unreliable.
If it is determined that there is a mode at the frequency other test runs are used
to verify and correlate the frequency. After correlating the modes then the best test
results were used in order retrieve data points for all of the sensors at that particular
frequency. The data that was obtained was the magnitude for the sensors. The
magnitude of each sensor is used along with the phase angle to determine the relative
displacement. After obtaining the magnitude it was necessary to setup a sign
convention for the sensors. Channels one, two, and three were used as the reference
channels to base all of the sensors from. These channels were set as the positive for
their respective direction. All other channels were based off of these. If the channels
were 180 degrees out of phase with the reference channel they were designated as
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having a negative sign. However, if they were 360 degrees out of phase with the
reference they were labeled as positive, 540 degrees out of phase was labeled negative
and so forth. Smaller magnitude channels often fell between designating degrees, for
these the mode shape was the deciding factor of the sign convention.
Once the magnitude and sign were acquired the data points were graphed
producing the resulting mode shape corresponding to the frequency. The values were
normalized to the maximum value and placed in their proper physical location for the
graphs. This can be seen in Figure 33. Once graphs of the mode shapes were plotted it
became apparent that most results acquired were good quality due to the smooth
curves that were produced. It also became apparent how important it is to have many
sensors in order to accurately plot the higher modes which become more induced with
peaks and valleys, as can be seen in Figure 33.
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Once the modal frequencies were obtained the damping ratios, Modal
Assurance Criterion (MAC) Analysis, and graphical mode comparison were performed.
The Damping Ratios and MAC Analysis were computed through using Matlab to process
the data. First the data was exported from the data physics software. The Matlab code
used to find the damping ratios used a graphical input in order to pick the peaks and
obtain the necessary peak parameters (Thurgood 2010). Matlab then would plot the
magnitude, unwrapped phase, and coherence plots for each test.
In further analysis of the data the other sensors that were being used to catch
info in the non primary directions respective to each test were graphed to determine
how much in comparison to the primary direction they were moving. This was done in
order to pick up any torsional type motion and other motions that were experienced by
the bridge due to each test. This portion of the analysis also helped to once again verify
that the modes were true modes. Other modes were also searched for during this
section of the analysis.
Test Run Descriptions
Overview
All tests being presented in this document were performed using the stepped
sign method. As it was discovered during the preliminary setup runs, swept sign analysis
was unclear and depicted a wide variety of noise. This proved to be the case even if the
test was averaged 60 plus times or whether the duration of the sweep was increased.
Results of a swept sine test can be seen in Figure 34. This test proved unproductive for
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the time that was spent performing it. From this point forward, all subsequent tests
were done using the stepped sign analysis which proved to provide very clear smooth
results that could be easily read and understood relative to the confusion of the swept
sine results.
Throughout the testing, several tests were thrown out by the software due to
errors. This is the reason for the test run numbering to skip several of the consecutive
run numbers and leave a gap in the numbering. With this in mind the test runs went as
follows starting at number one and going through Run 55. As stated previously Runs 1
through 22 are for the vertical excitation, runs 24 through 41 are for the transverse
excitation, and runs 44 through 55 were for the 45 degree or Longitudinal/Transverse
excitation. The results of the testing are outlined in the following pages and
summarized in Table 1.

Figure 34. Swept Sign Screen Shot
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Table 1. Run Summary Sheet

The results that were obtained through the stepped sign testing can be seen in
Appendix A. Within Appendix A each run is shortly summarized with a table of the
parameters followed by a figure with three plots. These plots are the Magnitude, Phase,
and Coherence respectively. The data that was received through the step sign is
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comparably smoother than that shown in the swept sign example in Figure 34. For the
data received in the 45 degree testing the coherence appears to jump around. This is
only an attribute of the graphing process itself. The Y-axis is automatically scaled and all
values hover close to one. The graph is therefore displayed as having a value of one
along the entire Y-axis.
Individual Run Descriptions
Run 1. Run 1 was a very basic test with a larger step size. This test was done
primarily to detect how the system was operating as well as to see what kind of results
could be obtained through the stepped sine test without taking an extreme amount of
time. It became apparent that some type of mode probably existed around 3.611 Hz.
However, because of the coarseness of the steps on the data this is a rough
approximation and the actual peak appears at a higher frequency due to the nature of
the curve. The steps for this test are very large and produced rather jagged results. It
can also be seen that the phase does shift where the mode is predicted to be. However,
this test was very basic in nature and the coherence was very poor in areas.
Run 2. Run 2 was also conducted under larger step sizes. This test was
accomplished in order to get a better understanding of the range of frequencies from 5
to 10 Hz. This test proved to show peak values at about 6.41, 7.692, and 9.872 Hz.
These values were noted during testing and focused on during the finer incremental test
runs.
Run 3 Combine. Run 3 was a combination of test Runs 1 and 2 that strings the
frequency range of 2.5 to 10 together.
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Run 4. Run 4 was the first test in which the step size was dropped to 0.05 Hz in
order to obtain better results. The parameters that the test was run under were from
2.5 -5 Hz, however in order to save time the test was cut off at 4.745 Hz. This is because
the previous test did not depict anything happening in this region and the flowing data
also showed very little movement. This test portrayed very strong results for possible
modes at 2.551 Hz and 3.724 Hz.
Run 5. Run 5 focused on the lower frequencies and good results came from
these regions. Modes seemed to appear at 1.715 Hz as well as 2.441 Hz.
Run 6. Run 6 was a very lengthy test. This test included 106 points but ended up
being cut in order to save time at the frequency of 9.243 Hz. Within this test there were
many possible points of interest. But the top two that were highly noted from this run
were at 5.053 Hz and 7.678 Hz.
Run 7. Run 7 was believed to be entering into the noise region of the bridge.
This run proved to be very busy in nature with no smoothly defined peaks. This was
noted in all of the tests which went past about 10 Hz. Signals past 10 Hz begin to appear
very noisy. This test seemed to illustrate some sort of peak at about 10 Hz.
Run 8. Run 8 appeared extremely noisy and for the most part did not produce
anything extremely important. There is a chance that just less than 14 Hz a mode may
exist. Some of the sensors appear to peak and also have a phase shift but others do not.
Run 9 Combine. Run 9 was a combination of Runs 7 and 8.
Run 10. Run 10 was to be run from 15 Hz to 20 Hz, however this region became
very noisy. Very low level magnitudes were observed and no defined peaks were being
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picked up. This test run was stopped at 16.62 Hz. This was also assumed to be entering
the noise level of the snooper trucks that were working on the bridge doing other tests
at that time. Noting that most frequency over 10 Hz appeared to be non productive in
producing results it was decide to stay mostly in the lower frequencies of 1 -10 Hz.
Run 11. Run 11 was the first of several runs which narrowly pinpointed the
desired frequencies that had been previously discovered. This testing was started and
run in the nighttime when low levels of noise existed. This proved to help the clarity of
the results. The bandwidth filter was also allowed to be opened to the point where the
tests could run quicker but still provide excellent results. The shakers were also placed
in a new position prior to starting this round of tests. The Shakers were moved to
position 2 but still remained vertical. This also helped to verify the previous results
found by the shakers being in position one. The frequency at which the mode appears
to peak in this run is at 3.793 Hz.
Run 12. Run 12 seemed to show three possible frequencies of interest, 5.027 Hz,
5.433 Hz, and 6.449 Hz.
Run 13. Run 13 seems to have a possible visible mode at 7.663 Hz.
Run 14. Run 14 seems to have a couple visible modes at 9.705 Hz and 10.09 Hz.
Run 15. Run 15 was in the higher region of the frequency range and once again
as seen before did not prove to provide good results.
Run 16 Combine. Run 16 combines Runs 11 to 15. It should be noted that by
combining these runs together in order to link them the graph shows straight line
segments between the actual data sections where no real data was collected.
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Run 17. Run 17 was performed in order to do a rerun of the range of
frequencies between 5.2 Hz and 5.7 Hz. This range was difficult to determine if any true
frequencies of importance were contained in it. The phase shift does not shift as much
as expected but a peak does exist and there is some shift.
Run 19. Run 19 was performed in order to better clarify a mode that was seen in
a previous test at the low frequency of 1.713 Hz. The magnitudes on this one were very
low but the results clearly show the existence of a mode.
Run 20. Run 20 was focusing on the lower frequencies. This test shows that a
mode appears at 2.439 Hz.
Run 21 Combine. Run 21 was a combination of run 19 and 20.
Run 22. Run 22 was done to once again clarify the range of 5.2 to 5.7 Hz. In this
range every test that was run showed a distinct set of three peaks that were close
enough together to appear as one wide peak. Therefore Run 22, Run 17, and Run 12 all
display the three peak effect in this region.
Run 24. Run 24 was cancel in order to make adjustments.
Run 25. Run 25 was cancel in order to make adjustments.
Run 26. Run 26 showed a peak at 3.643 and 4.071 Hz. It seems however that the
peak was missed on this test. The points that were plotted within this run are seen on
each side of the peak that was found in Run 31. It is unknown why the data output
drops sharply where the apparent peak is. Coherence was relatively good in this region.
Run 27. Run 27 appears to produce results at about 7.286 Hz and 7.5 Hz.
Run 28. Run 28 shows no prominent peaks.
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Run 29. Run 29 is of a higher range of frequencies. Some of the sensors seem to
show a large spike at about 13.89 Hz.
Run 30 Combine. Run 30 is a combination of Runs 26 through 29.
Run 31. Run 31 provided good results at 3.812 Hz and 4.424 Hz.
Run 32. Run 32 appears to have slight peaks but the phase shifts related to
those peaks are very small. This provides reason that they are not of importance.
Run 34. Run 34 shows promising magnitudes at around 7.73 to 7.786 Hz.
Run 35. Run 35 has a slight peak at 9.082 Hz but the phase shift is too small to
be labeled as a mode.
Run 37. Run 37 was used to clarify previous tests and their findings. It was also
used to verify the output produced by one shaker versus what was being seen
previously by two shakers. This test proved that the two shaker input was producing
proper results. Three possible points of the peak were viewed at 7.714 Hz, 7.75 Hz, and
7.786 Hz. It was concluded that 7.714 Hz should be used as the peak due to this point
being closest to the center of the phase shift.
Run 39. Run 39 had a small peak appear at 6.477 Hz but it was at very low
magnitude with relatively low phase shift.
Run 41. Run 41 gives a mode point at 9.987 Hz.
Run 44. Run 44 show a very clear peak at 1.764 Hz.
Run 46. Run 46 show a mode; however it appears that the actual peak was cut
off in the testing. The peak is assumed to lie within 3.737 to 3.789 Hz.
Run 47. Run 47 shows a more gradual peak at 4.316 Hz.
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Run 48. Run 48 does not show any significant points of interest.
Run 49. Run 49 does not show any significant points of interest.
Run 50. Run 50 shows that around 7.684 Hz a mode may be possible.
Run 51. Run 51 does not show any significant points of interest.
Run 52. Run 52 is seen to have a gradual peak at 9.842 Hz.
Run 53. Run 53 appears to prove that there is something at about 10.15 Hz. It
also shows a few small peaks at 11.33 or 11.69 Hz that may be of interest.
Run 54 Combine. Run 54 was a combine test of Runs 46 to 53.
Run 55. Run 55 was a rerun of the 7.4 Hz to 7.9 Hz range. This area shows a very
small magnitude jump of the sensors.
Sensor Error
While testing was ongoing in the field it was noted that the data from sensor 4
followed the data that was incoming from the other sensors close to it. However the
magnitude that was produced by sensor 4 appeared very low compared to the sensors
close to it. It was also noted that sensor 4 would often appear in the yellow zone as well
as in the red when testing was ongoing. A yellow indication shows that the sensor is
receiving very little signal. Red means that then sensor has gone offline and is no longer
producing readable data. Upon further investigation in the lab the sensor was found to
be inadequate to be included in the results. The lab testing that was done on sensor 4
can be found in Appendix B. It was concluded that the most probably cause of error was
due to a faulty connection between the cable and the sensor. Once the prongs in the
military connectors had been adjusted the channel worked properly.
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Another problem that was encountered when the analysis was being performed
was that channel fourteen was found to have the wrong coefficient entered. Instead of
channel fourteen’s coefficient being 7.020k which is 7020 mV/EU it was entered as
7.020, which is 7.02 mV/EU. This threw off the data by a factor of 1000. It was verified
with Data Physics Technical Support that in order to produce the correct results the
output would need to be divided by 1000. This was done and the problem was fixed.
Modal Deduction
In order to find the modes the process outlined in the Analysis Procedure section
was used. From the compiled data presented above the following Runs produced the
best data for analysis: Run 4, 5, 6, 7, 11, 12, 13, 14, 17, 19, 20, 22, 31, 34, 37, 41, 44, 46,
47, 50, and 52. All of these runs had reasonably defined modes. All modes found were
at least present or repeated in one or more of the runs. This repeatability in the modes
that were found also helped to solidify the findings.
The frequencies of interest ranged from approximately 1.7 Hz up to a little over
10 Hz. Over this range 10 modes of interest were found. Many vertical modes were
found along with a few transverse. There were several which contained a more
torsional effect and one that produced some good response longitudinally.
The runs with the best data were taken further in the analysis. These runs can
be seen in Table 2. Three of the main reasons why these tests were taken further
stemmed from the fact that they matched up well with other runs, the readings were
more reliable due to step size, and the time of measurement. For example the night
tests were preferred more due to the low noise levels experienced.
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Table 2. Runs Used for Mode Comparison
Vertical Comparisons
Run Containing:
Best
Backup
Frequency
Mode
Mode
1.713
19
5
2.439
20
5
3.793
11
4
5.027
12
6
5.542
22
17
6.449
12
6
7.663
13
6
9.705
14
7
10.09
14
7

Transverse Comparisons
Run Containing:
Best
Backup
Frequency
Mode
Mode
3.812
31
46
4.424
31
47
7.714
37
50
9.987
41
52

Graphical Mode Comparisons
One of the first comparisons that can be made in order to identify the modes of
a structure is to compare the Natural Frequencies that were obtained through the
testing. This can be done graphically where the first set of experimental frequencies is
on the X axis and the second set of frequencies is on the Y axis. If the frequencies match
up well and produce an approximate 45 degree line of orientation from the origin; then
the modes are paired correctly with their counterparts. These modal frequencies when
compared to the similar set form what are known as Correlated Mode Pairs (CMPs). In
Figure 35, Figure 36, and Figure 37 graphs of correctly paired frequencies can be seen.
The first graph represents the frequency comparison between the frequencies used for
the vertical runs analyzed. The second graph represents the runs from the transverse
and 45 degree test and the third graph shows the transverse and 45 degree test using
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Figure 35. Vertical Frequency Comparison
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Figure 36. Transverse Frequency Comparison
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Figure 37. Transverse Frequency Comparison

run 34 instead of run 50 as was used in the second graph shown. All of the frequencies
obtained had less than 2.4% difference between the correlating pairs.
Another graphical comparison that can be done is the modal vector of one set of
data to the second set of data. In other words this is the graphical comparison of the
mode shapes. As with the frequencies plots the data should fall close to a straight line
running through the origin. If these sets of data are individually normalized to a value of
one then the slope of the line should be close to one for the plots. The following plots in
Figure 38 through Figure 50 are the results of the graphical comparison of the mode
shapes for the Vertical and Transverse modes. These data sets were normalized to a
value of one.
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Figure 38. Mode 1 Vertical Graphical Comparison
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Figure 39. Mode 2 Vertical Graphical Comparison
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Figure 40. Mode 3 Vertical Graphical Comparison
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Figure 41. Mode 5 Vertical Graphical Comparison
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Figure 42. Mode 6 Vertical Graphical Comparison
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Figure 43. Mode 7 Vertical Graphical Comparison
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Figure 44. Mode 8 Vertical Graphical Comparison
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Figure 45. Mode 9 Vertical Graphical Comparison
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Figure 46. Mode 10 Vertical Graphical Comparison
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Figure 47. Mode 3 Transverse Graphical Comparison
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Figure 48. Mode 4 Transverse Graphical Comparison
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Figure 49. Mode 8 Transverse Graphical Comparison
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Figure 50. Mode 9 Transverse Graphical Comparison

As discussed previously the data that was originally used in comparison with the
pure transverse testing was the testing done in the 45 degree direction however for
mode 8 in the 45 degree direction it became very un-orderly and no longer produced
the same mode shape. It appears that possibly performing the test at 45 degrees
produces a more torsional effect that distorts the modal magnitudes from being close
enough to each other to produce a good graphical correlation as well as a good MAC
number. It can be seen in the following graph, Figure 51, that the data clearly did not
produce a good comparison to verify the mode. Therefore instead of the results from
run 50 being used the results from run 34 were used.
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Figure 51. Mode 8 Transverse Graphical Comparison

MAC Analysis Experiment VS Experiment
The process of determining the mode shapes up to this point consisted of visible
inspection of the magnitude graph to pick out any peaks that may have potential for
being a natural frequency. Once the peaks had been visibly deciphered the phase shifts
were analyzed from the unwrapped phase diagram to determine if the shift was of
significant magnitude to validate whether the peak that was an actual mode. After it
was concluded that the frequency was actually a mode then it was graphed to show the
mode shape. This was also a good visual inspection to see if the shape was a smooth
shape or if the sensors did not smoothly correspond. However, up to this point in the
analysis most of the verification of the modes has been through visual inspection and
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graphical value picking. The Modal Assurance Criteria Analysis was performed in order
to analytically evaluate the modes that were found.
In the testing the tests were performed over broader ranges with bigger step
increments. Then once the key areas were focused on more refined test runs were
done over the same set of frequencies. This therefore allowed verification of the data
that was previously found. In some cases the same frequency was passed over two or
possibly three times. This allowed for two sets of data from which the results could be
extracted to do the MAC analysis. This allowed for an Experimental versus Experimental
numerical verification.
The MAC was performed as follows:
The Modal Assurance Criterion Analysis which is also sometimes referred to as
the Mode Shape Correlation Coefficient (MSCC) uses a comparison between one set of
mode shape vectors and a second set of mode shape vectors. For the analysis spoken of
here both sets of vectors come from the experimental data. The first set of vectors
which shall be referred to as ψA correlates to one of the Modes or specific frequencies
of the first set of data. The second set of vectors ψB correlates to the second set of data
at approximately the same frequency. The variations between the two frequencies
were the result of different step sizes as well as different sweep ranges. Also it was
noted that in the data when the step sizes were larger often the peak point was not
acquired. Rather there were points to either side. The better of the two points on
either side of what was believed to be the peak was used as the reference.
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The values used for the vectors were extracted by exporting the data from Data
Physics into an excel spreadsheet. The frequency at which modes seemed to appear
were picked off and converted from a complex number. These values were only the
magnitudes however. Next the sign convention needed to be established using the
phase differences. The reference channels were used as positive sign. All other sensors
that were 180 out of phase were marked as negative.
Once the specific sets of vectors were picked from the data they could then be
inserted into the following equation:
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Once the vector sets were run through the equation the output that was received was a
scalar value between zero and one. If the value that is received is relatively close to one
the modes that are being compared are the same. If they are relatively close to zero
than the modes that were compared were two different modes.
This analysis was run in MATLAB using a matrix configuration. Since there are
nine possible modes that are being compared the vector sets where constructed into
two matrices, Matrix A and Matrix B. The rows of the matrices represented the Sensors
and the columns represented the Modes. The first set of data was entered into matrix A
and the second set was entered into Matrix B. These two Matrices were run through
the process described above and in the end returned a single matrix from which the
diagonal from the top left down to the bottom right represented the MAC number for
each Modes comparison. For example, column one and row one returned the MAC
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number for Mode one Set A compared to Mode one Set B. Similarly the Second Row
Second column gave the MAC number for Mode two Set A and Mode two Set B and so
forth.
Along with the MAC analysis an AutoMAC analysis was run in order to compare
the each modal matrix with itself. This allowed for other correlations seen between the
other modes to be compared for the likelihood that one of the other modes is actually
not a separate mode but the same. It was found that the modes were very distinct and
only correlated to others partially due to slight similarities.
Vertical MAC Analysis
As can be seen in Table 3 and Figure 52 eight of the nine modes match up very
well and give MAC numbers relatively close to one. However, mode 9 represented by
graph number eight does not match up as well. One reason for which the readings may
differ is that the step sizes in Run 7 are too big to be able to adequately pick up what is
happening closer to the true peak. The peak most likely lies within the two frequencies
recorded. Due to limiting data the better of the two bordering frequencies was used. It
may also be that when the testing occurred what can be seen in the data is just the
front slope of mode number 10 which is represented by graph number nine. Modes 9
and 10 do tend to produce similar mode shapes with slight differences which will be
shown later in the analysis. These are also higher modes which are of less importance
than the primary ones. It should be noted that the MAC analysis presented here is
based solely upon the vertical sensors alone.
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Table 3. Vertical MAC Analysis Results
Set 1
Run
Frequency
Number
[Hz]

Set 2
Run
Frequency
Number
[Hz]

Graph
Number

Mode

1

1

19

1.713

5

1.715

0.981

2

2

20

2.439

5

2.441

0.999

3

3

11

3.793

4

3.724

0.992

4

5

12

5.027

6

5.053

0.888

5

6

22
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17
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7
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Figure 52. Vertical MAC Analysis Plot

MAC #
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Transverse and 45 Degree MAC Analysis
The next test for the transverse and 45 degree test produced fewer modes which
were good enough for comparison and some of the modes found had no second data
set for comparison. For example less of an emphasis was placed on the Longitudinal
testing therefore there is only one set of data and no comparison can be performed.
However, it appears that the modes that were found in the Longitudinal test are similar
to modes previously found in the Vertical and Transverse tests. For the Transverse and
45 Degree test the following data in Table 4 and Figure 53 was obtained.
Mode 1 in this case correlates very well. Modes 2 and 4 also achieve good MAC
numbers. Mode 3 does not produce a good MAC number. There is a possibility that this
number is bad due to the MAC analysis being based on the Transverse sensors only and
mode 8 is a predominantly vertical mode. However, upon further inspection it was
found that the 45 degree shacking of the bridge made it so some of the sensors on the
bridge become more exaggerated in their magnitudes as can be seen in Figure 55 versus
the milder plot seen in Figure 54. Run 37 is the first figure and Run 50 is the second
figure.
Once this was discovered another run from the pure transverse testing was used
(Run 34) instead of Run 50. This produced much better results and gave a relatively high
MAC Number. Table 5 and Figure 56 contain the results from using Run 34 in the MAC
analysis instead of Run 50.
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Table 4. Transverse MAC Analysis Results
Set 1

Set 2

Graph
Number

Mode

Run
Number

Frequency
[Hz] Set 1

Run
Number

Frequency
[Hz] Set 2

Only
Trans.
MAC #

1

3

31

3.812

46

3.737

0.996

2

4

31

4.424

47

4.316

0.988

3

8

37

7.714

50

7.684

0.566

4

9

41

9.987

52

9.842

0.896

Figure 53. Transverse MAC Analysis Plot
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Figure 54. Mode 8 Using Run 37
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Figure 55. Mode 8 Using Run 50
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Table 5. Updated Transverse MAC Analysis Results
Set 1
Run
Frequency
Number
[Hz]

Set 2
Run
Frequency
Number
[Hz]

Only
Trans.
MAC #

Graph
Number

Mode

1

3

31

3.812

46

3.737

0.996

2

4

31

4.424

47

4.316

0.988

3

8

37

7.714

34

7.786

0.912

4

9

41

9.987

52

9.842

0.896

Figure 56. Updated Transverse MAC Analysis Plot
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Modal Damping Ratio
From the spectral frequency plots the damping ratios were computed in order to
determine if the modes were lightly damped, moderately damped, or highly damped.
The more highly damped modes have more gradual peaks. The lightly damped modes
appear as more of a pronounced spike. However it must be noted here that the
appearance is also relative to the scaling of the graph. Therefore a lightly damped mode
shape spikes rapidly over a relatively short frequency range. A heavily damped mode
peaks gradually over a wide frequency range. The spectral frequency plot plots the
magnitude against the frequency. These plots are used to analytically solve for the
damping ratio. It is usually expected for a structure that the damping be between zero
and five percent. If the results that are produced are closer to five percent the structure
is termed heavily or highly damped at that specific frequency.
The half power bandwidth method will be used to find the damping ratio.
Therefore, in order to numerically evaluate the damping ratio the peak magnitude of
the response is first determined. This is at the location where a fundamental natural
frequency occurs. Once this is found the max is put into the following equation, where
ρmax is the max magnitude of the spectral frequency plot.
1
√2

 

The result of this equation gives the amplitude for which the peak can be
bracketed on the right and on the left. These two points which are found upon the
curve are correlated to the frequencies at which they occur. The lower frequency shall
be denoted as frequency fA and the upper frequency shall be denoted as fB. Once these
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1
√2

ρmax

 

fA

fB

Figure 57. Damping Ratio Calculation

Table 6. Modal Damping Ratio Results
Mode Frequency

Run
Used

Predominant
Direction

Damping
Ratio

1

1.71

44

Transverse

1.464

2

2.44

20

Vertical

2.433

3

3.76

11

Vertical/Torsional

0.960

4

4.37

47

Transverse

2.461

5

5.04

12

Vertical/Torsional

0.717

6

5.53

22

Vertical

1.642

7

6.46

6

Vertical/Torsional

2.633

8

7.67

13

Vertical

0.904

9

9.76

14

Vertical

0.576

10

10.16

14

Vertical

0.812
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two frequencies are found they can be inserted into the following equation to achieve
what is known as the damping ratio, ζ.


  
  

Or using the fundamental natural frequency, fn, can also be found as follows:


  
2  

For the analysis of the modes in this study the process was quickened through
the use of MATLab. The modal damping was evaluated in this same manner for all of
the modes which were found. Each Mode has an array of sensors. The sensors each
produce their own zeta, ζ, value or damping ratio. All of these values were averaged to
be able to find the damping ratio that defines each particular mode. The graph in Figure
57 illustrates the half power bandwidth method for a single sensor. The concluding
results from the damping ratio analysis can be seen in Table 6. Modes 1, 2, 4, 6, and 7
are moderately damped. Modes 3, 5, 8, 9, and 10 were found to be lightly damped.
Mode Shapes
The mode shapes were plotted to understand the relative movement of the
bridge. Upon approaching the mode shapes many verticals were found along with
transverse and one with a vertical appearance but also a longitudinal influence. It could
also be seen from the graphs that the bridge was extremely prone to torsion. Several of
the vertical shapes have the appearance of opposing sides doing the reverse of each
other. All of the runs that were used in mode shape graphing can be found in Appendix
C. As can be seen in Appendix C at least two different runs were used to graph each of
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the modes. The only shape that was not graphed twice was the transverse shape at
1.71 Hz. There was no other run which contained data for this point.
As described before in the analysis procedure, the mode shapes were also used
to determine the sign convention for sensors where the degree designation was
between positive and negative assignment. One example of this case is found in Mode
5 Run 12. Sensor 21 was 87 degrees from the positive designation. Only three degrees
closer to a positive designation, therefore the mode shapes as seen in Figure 58 and
Figure 59 were viewed. The first of the two figures shows the sensor in the positive
designation where the second shows the negative designation. The negative
designation fits better with the boundary conditions at the piers as well as matches the
second set of data, found in Run 6, better. This same process was done for any sensors
that fell between sign designation.

Normalized Mode Shape - Mode 5 [Run 12 @ 5.027 Hz]
Vertical Sensors
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Figure 58. Sensor 21 Positive Designation
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Normalized Mode Shape - Mode 5 [Run 12 @ 5.027 Hz]
Vertical Sensors
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Figure 59. Sensor 21 Negative Designation

It was found that 10 modes exist and are located at the frequencies listed in the
table above, Table 6. The first three modes that were found were at 1.71, 2.44, and
3.76 Hz. These three modes represented the first transverse, first vertical, and first
torsional, respectively. It also appeared that possibly the second mode at 2.44 Hz was
also excited in the longitudinal direction. There was only one sensor in the longitudinal
direction, for the vertical testing, that was found to have a relatively large magnitude of
movement. In Run 44 there was some longitudinal movement at about 2.5 Hz in four
sensors but it was very small in comparison. At mode 4 the magnitudes of the
longitudinal also follow the transverse at that point inferring that there may be some
longitudinal movement at that point. However, overall it seems that the bridge is very
stiff in the longitudinal direction. The first three mode shapes found can be seen in the
following three figures, Figure 60, Figure 61, and Figure 62. It was assumed that the
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ends of the bridge at the abutments were not displacing relative to the rest of the
sensors, therefore all of the graphs merge to zero at the ends.
The modes that were found were very close to what was predicted for the basic
vertical and basic transverse. The rest were very reasonable for the circumstances
encountered. In the analysis several different things were viewed in order to
understand the shapes of the bridge’s modes. For example the columns were viewed
with their respective sensors. The sensors at the bottom of the columns produced low
magnitudes as expected but gave supporting evidence that what was previously found
was true. Also the spectral plots were viewed with respect to each direction in order to
identify the direction of predominant motion.

Normalized Mode Shape - Mode 1 [Run 44 @ 1.764 Hz]
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Figure 60. Mode 1 Transverse
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Normalized Mode Shape - Mode 2 [Run 5 @ 2.441 Hz]
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Figure 61. Mode 2 Vertical

Normalized Mode Shape - Mode 3 [Run 11 @ 3.793 Hz]
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Figure 62. Mode 3 Vertical/Torsional
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CONCLUSION

Minnesota Bridge Number 5718 underwent dynamic testing on July 19 through
July 22, 2010 which was used to derive the baseline values for structural identification.
The natural frequencies, mode shapes, and damping ratios were found for 10 different
modes. The final frequencies and damping ratios can be seen in Table 7. The results
from the forced vibration testing were found to be very repeatable from test to test. In
order to numerically back this finding the MAC and AutoMAC calculations were
performed for the data which compared experimental to experimental findings.
The higher frequencies produced points that were confirmed as modes but
produced slightly lower MAC numbers. However the MAC numbers were still relatively
high. The lower modes have extremely high MAC numbers and produced well defined
mode shapes which can be seen in Appendix C.

Table 7. Final Values
Mode
Damping
Frequency
#
Ratio
1
1.71
1.4640
2
2.44
2.4330
3
3.76
0.9603
4
4.37
2.4608
5
5.04
0.7172
6
5.53
1.6423
7
6.46
2.6334
8
7.67
0.9041
9
9.76
0.5762
10
10.16
0.8119
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The sensor layouts that were used mapped the surface of the bridge deck, as
well as any movement found on the lower part of the columns and piers, sufficiently in
order to reliably illustrate the mode shapes. The values found along with the mode
shapes will be used in setting up the long term instrumentation plans as well as
compare the future values derived from the bridge. The long-term monitoring system
will track the behavior of the bridge throughout the years to further develop the data
base for the nation’s bridge inventory.
It is recommended that for future testing that stepped sign testing be the
method of preference for large structures. Most of the swept sign testing did not
produce high quality results that could be accurately read. The mass and size of large
structures located in noisy environments require significant input forcing to overcome
the ambient noise levels. The best environment for the testing to occur is when little to
no traffic is encroaching on the bridge. Heavy machinery with idling engines can cause
extreme amounts of noise as well as input a mass to the bridge that adds noise to the
testing. Night testing was the preferred time to perform the testing.
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Appendix A. Test Run Descriptions
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Table 8. Run 1 Parameters
Run Name –

Run00001

Run Number –

1

Date of Run –

July 19 2010

Time of Run –

6:00 PM

Direction of Focus –

Vertical

Shaker Location –

Position 1

Test Run Frequency Range –

2.5 – 5.0 Hz

Points Taken –

10

Resulting Step Size –

0.25 Hz

Bandwidth Filter –

0.2 Hz

Figure 63. Run 1 Magnitude, Phase and Coherence Graph
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Table 9. Run 2 Parameters
Run Name –

Run00002

Run Number –

2

Date of Run –

July 19, 2010

Time of Run –

6:49 PM

Direction of Focus –

Vertical

Shaker Location –

Position 1

Test Run Frequency Range –

5.0 – 10.0 Hz

Points Taken –

40

Resulting Step Size –

0.125 Hz

Bandwidth Filter –

0.2 Hz

Figure 64. Run 2 Magnitude, Phase and Coherence Graph
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Table 10. Run 3 Parameters
Run Name –

Run00003 – Combined

Run Number –

3

Date of Run –

July 19, 2010

Time of Run –

8:43 PM

Direction of Focus –

Vertical

Shaker Location –

Position 1

Test Run Frequency Range –

2.5 – 10.0 Hz

Points Taken –

NA

Resulting Step Size –

NA

Bandwidth Filter –

NA

Figure 65. Run 3 Magnitude, Phase and Coherence Graph
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Table 11. Run 4 Parameters
Run Name –

Run00004

Run Number –

4

Date of Run –

July 19, 2010

Time of Run –

9:34 PM

Direction of Focus –

Vertical

Shaker Location –

Position 1

Test Run Frequency Range –

2.5 – 5.0 Hz

Points Taken –

50

Resulting Step Size –

0.05 Hz

Bandwidth Filter –

0.4 Hz

Figure 66. Run 4 Magnitude, Phase and Coherence Graph
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Table 12. Run 5 Parameters
Run Name –

Run00005

Run Number –

5

Date of Run –

July 20, 2010

Time of Run –

12:57 AM

Direction of Focus –

Vertical

Shaker Location –

Position 1

Test Run Frequency Range –

1.3 – 2.7 Hz

Points Taken –

28

Resulting Step Size –

0.05 Hz

Bandwidth Filter –

2 Hz

Figure 67. Run 5 Magnitude, Phase and Coherence Graph
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Table 13. Run 6 Parameters
Run Name –

Run00006

Run Number –

6

Date of Run –

July 20, 2010

Time of Run –

4:08 AM

Direction of Focus –

Vertical

Shaker Location –

Position 1

Test Run Frequency Range –

4.7 – 10.0 Hz

Points Taken –

106

Resulting Step Size –

0.05 Hz

Bandwidth Filter –

2 Hz

Figure 68. Run 6 Magnitude, Phase and Coherence Graph
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Table 14. Run 7 Parameters
Run Name –

Run00007

Run Number –

7

Date of Run –

July 20, 2010

Time of Run –

7:28 AM

Direction of Focus –

Vertical

Shaker Location –

Position 1

Test Run Frequency Range –

9.2 – 12.0 Hz

Points Taken –

56

Resulting Step Size –

0.05 Hz

Bandwidth Filter –

0.1 Hz

Figure 69. Run 7 Magnitude, Phase and Coherence Graph
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Table 15. Run 8 Parameters
Run Name –

Run00008

Run Number –

8

Date of Run –

July 20, 2010

Time of Run –

10:34 AM

Direction of Focus –

Vertical

Shaker Location –

Position 1

Test Run Frequency Range –

12.0 – 15.0 Hz

Points Taken –

60

Resulting Step Size –

0.05 Hz

Bandwidth Filter –

0.1 Hz

Figure 70. Run 8 Magnitude, Phase and Coherence Graph
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Table 16. Run 9 Parameters
Run Name –

Run00009 – Combined

Run Number –

9

Date of Run –

July 20, 2010

Time of Run –

1:36 PM

Direction of Focus –

Vertical

Shaker Location –

Position 1

Test Run Frequency Range –

9.2 – 15.0 Hz

Points Taken –

NA

Resulting Step Size –

NA

Bandwidth Filter –

NA

Figure 71. Run 9 Magnitude, Phase and Coherence Graph
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Table 17. Run 10 Parameters
Run Name –

Run00010

Run Number –

10

Date of Run –

July 20, 2010

Time of Run –

2:01 PM

Direction of Focus –

Vertical

Shaker Location –

Position 1

Test Run Frequency Range –

15.0 – 20.0 Hz

Points Taken –

100

Resulting Step Size –

0.05 Hz

Bandwidth Filter –

0.1 Hz

Figure 72. Run 10 Magnitude, Phase and Coherence Graph
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Table 18. Run 11 Parameters
Run Name –

Run00011

Run Number –

11

Date of Run –

July 20, 2010

Time of Run –

7:00 PM

Direction of Focus –

Vertical

Shaker Location –

Position 2

Test Run Frequency Range –

3.5 – 3.9 Hz

Points Taken –

16

Resulting Step Size –

0.025 Hz

Bandwidth Filter –

2 Hz

Figure 73. Run 11 Magnitude, Phase and Coherence Graph
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Table 19. Run 12 Parameters
Run Name –

Run00012

Run Number –

12

Date of Run –

July 20, 2010

Time of Run –

8:17 PM

Direction of Focus –

Vertical

Shaker Location –

Position 2

Test Run Frequency Range –

4.9 – 6.5 Hz

Points Taken –

64

Resulting Step Size –

0.025 Hz

Bandwidth Filter –

2 Hz

Figure 74. Run 12 Magnitude, Phase and Coherence Graph
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Table 20. Run 13 Parameters
Run Name –

Run00013

Run Number –

13

Date of Run –

July 20, 2010

Time of Run –

10:14 PM

Direction of Focus –

Vertical

Shaker Location –

Position 2

Test Run Frequency Range –

7.4 – 7.9 Hz

Points Taken –

20

Resulting Step Size –

0.025 Hz

Bandwidth Filter –

2 Hz

Figure 75. Run 13 Magnitude, Phase and Coherence Graph
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Table 21. Run 14 Parameters
Run Name –

Run00014

Run Number –

14

Date of Run –

July 20, 2010

Time of Run –

10:49 PM

Direction of Focus –

Vertical

Shaker Location –

Position 2

Test Run Frequency Range –

9.5 – 10.5 Hz

Points Taken –

40

Resulting Step Size –

0.025 Hz

Bandwidth Filter –

2 Hz

Figure 76. Run 14 Magnitude, Phase and Coherence Graph
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Table 22. Run 15 Parameters
Run Name –

Run00015

Run Number –

15

Date of Run –

July 20, 2010

Time of Run –

11:35 PM

Direction of Focus –

Vertical

Shaker Location –

Position 2

Test Run Frequency Range –

11.8 – 12.6 Hz

Points Taken –

32

Resulting Step Size –

0.025 Hz

Bandwidth Filter –

2 Hz

Figure 77. Run 15 Magnitude, Phase and Coherence Graph
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Table 23. Run 16 Parameters
Run Name –

Run00016 – Combined

Run Number –

16

Date of Run –

July 21, 2010

Time of Run –

12:06 AM

Direction of Focus –

Vertical

Shaker Location –

Position 2

Test Run Frequency Range –

3.5 – 12.6 Hz

Points Taken –

NA

Resulting Step Size –

NA

Bandwidth Filter –

NA

Figure 78. Run 16 Magnitude, Phase and Coherence Graph
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Table 24. Run 17 Parameters
Run Name –

Run00017

Run Number –

17

Date of Run –

July 21, 2010

Time of Run –

12:15 AM

Direction of Focus –

Vertical

Shaker Location –

Position 2

Test Run Frequency Range –

5.2 – 5.7 Hz

Points Taken –

20

Resulting Step Size –

0.025 Hz

Bandwidth Filter –

2 Hz

Figure 79. Run 17 Magnitude, Phase and Coherence Graph
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Table 25. Run 19 Parameters
Run Name –

Run00019

Run Number –

19

Date of Run –

July 21, 2010

Time of Run –

1:11 AM

Direction of Focus –

Vertical

Shaker Location –

Position 2

Test Run Frequency Range –

1.5 – 1.9 Hz

Points Taken –

16

Resulting Step Size –

0.025 Hz

Bandwidth Filter –

2 Hz

Figure 80. Run 19 Magnitude, Phase and Coherence Graph
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Table 26. Run 20 Parameters
Run Name –

Run00020

Run Number –

20

Date of Run –

July 21, 2010

Time of Run –

2:37 AM

Direction of Focus –

Vertical

Shaker Location –

Position 2

Test Run Frequency Range –

2.1 – 2.7 Hz

Points Taken –

24

Resulting Step Size –

0.025 Hz

Bandwidth Filter –

2 Hz

Figure 81. Run 20 Magnitude, Phase and Coherence Graph
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Table 27. Run 21 Parameters
Run Name –

Run00021 – Combined

Run Number –

21

Date of Run –

July 21, 2010

Time of Run –

4:27 AM

Direction of Focus –

Vertical

Shaker Location –

Position 2

Test Run Frequency Range –

1.5 – 2.7 Hz

Points Taken –

NA

Resulting Step Size –

NA

Bandwidth Filter –

NA

Figure 82. Run 21 Magnitude, Phase and Coherence Graph
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Table 28. Run 22 Parameters
Run Name –

Run00022

Run Number –

22

Date of Run –

July 21, 2010

Time of Run –

5:13 AM

Direction of Focus –

Vertical

Shaker Location –

Position 2

Test Run Frequency Range –

5.2 – 5.7 Hz

Points Taken –

20

Resulting Step Size –

0.025 Hz

Bandwidth Filter –

2 Hz

Figure 83. Run 22 Magnitude, Phase and Coherence Graph
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Table 29. Run 26 Parameters
Run Name –

Run00026

Run Number –

26

Date of Run –

July 21, 2010

Time of Run –

9:17 AM

Direction of Focus –

Vertical

Shaker Location –

Position 3

Test Run Frequency Range –

3.0 – 6.0 Hz

Points Taken –

15

Resulting Step Size –

0.2 Hz

Bandwidth Filter –

0.1 Hz

Figure 84. Run 26 Magnitude, Phase and Coherence Graph
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Table 30. Run 27 Parameters
Run Name –

Run00027

Run Number –

27

Date of Run –

July 21, 2010

Time of Run –

10:02 AM

Direction of Focus –

Transverse

Shaker Location –

Position 3

Test Run Frequency Range –

6.0 – 9.0 Hz

Points Taken –

15

Resulting Step Size –

0.2 Hz

Bandwidth Filter –

0.1 Hz

Figure 85. Run 27 Magnitude, Phase and Coherence Graph
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Table 31. Run 28 Parameters
Run Name –

Run00028

Run Number –

28

Date of Run –

July 21, 2010

Time of Run –

10:46 AM

Direction of Focus –

Transverse

Shaker Location –

Position 3

Test Run Frequency Range –

9.0 – 12.0 Hz

Points Taken –

15

Resulting Step Size –

0.2 Hz

Bandwidth Filter –

0.1 Hz

Figure 86. Run 28 Magnitude, Phase and Coherence Graph
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Table 32. Run 29 Parameters
Run Name –

Run00029

Run Number –

29

Date of Run –

July 21, 2010

Time of Run –

11:31 AM

Direction of Focus –

Transverse

Shaker Location –

Position 3

Test Run Frequency Range –

12.0 – 16.0 Hz

Points Taken –

20

Resulting Step Size –

0.2 Hz

Bandwidth Filter –

0.1 Hz

Figure 87. Run 29 Magnitude, Phase and Coherence Graph
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Table 33. Run 30 Parameters
Run Name –

Run00030 – Combined

Run Number –

30

Date of Run –

July 21, 2010

Time of Run –

12:30 PM

Direction of Focus –

Transverse

Shaker Location –

Position 3

Test Run Frequency Range –

3.0 – 16 Hz

Points Taken –

NA

Resulting Step Size –

NA

Bandwidth Filter –

NA

Figure 88. Run 30 Magnitude, Phase and Coherence Graph
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Table 34. Run 31 Parameters
Run Name –

Run00031

Run Number –

31

Date of Run –

July 21, 2010

Time of Run –

12:52 PM

Direction of Focus –

Transverse

Shaker Location –

Position 3

Test Run Frequency Range –

3.2 – 4.7 Hz

Points Taken –

50

Resulting Step Size –

0.03 Hz

Bandwidth Filter –

0.1 Hz

Figure 89. Run 31 Magnitude, Phase and Coherence Graph
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Table 35. Run 32 Parameters
Run Name –

Run00032

Run Number –

32

Date of Run –

July 21, 2010

Time of Run –

2:31 PM

Direction of Focus –

Transverse

Shaker Location –

Position 3

Test Run Frequency Range –

5.1 – 5.8 Hz

Points Taken –

14

Resulting Step Size –

0.05 Hz

Bandwidth Filter –

0.1 Hz

Figure 90. Run 32 Magnitude, Phase and Coherence Graph
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Table 36. Run 34 Parameters
Run Name –

Run00034

Run Number –

34

Date of Run –

July 21, 2010

Time of Run –

3:37 PM

Direction of Focus –

Transverse

Shaker Location –

Position 3

Test Run Frequency Range –

7.0 – 8.1 Hz

Points Taken –

22

Resulting Step Size –

0.05 Hz

Bandwidth Filter –

0.1 Hz

Figure 91. Run 34 Magnitude, Phase and Coherence Graph
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Table 37. Run 35 Parameters
Run Name –

Run00035

Run Number –

35

Date of Run –

July 21, 2010

Time of Run –

4:21 PM

Direction of Focus –

Transverse

Shaker Location –

Position 3

Test Run Frequency Range –

8.7 – 9.3 Hz

Points Taken –

12

Resulting Step Size –

0.05 Hz

Bandwidth Filter –

0.1 Hz

Figure 92. Run 35 Magnitude, Phase and Coherence Graph
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Table 38. Run 37 Parameters
Run Name –

Run00037

Run Number –

37

Date of Run –

July 21, 2010

Time of Run –

8:45 PM

Direction of Focus –

Transverse

Shaker Location –

Position 3

Test Run Frequency Range –

7.5 – 8.0 Hz

Points Taken –

15

Resulting Step Size –

0.033 Hz

Bandwidth Filter –

0.1 Hz

Figure 93. Run 37 Magnitude, Phase and Coherence Graph
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Table 39. Run 39 Parameters
Run Name –

Run00039

Run Number –

39

Date of Run –

July 21, 2010

Time of Run –

9:34 PM

Direction of Focus –

Transverse

Shaker Location –

Position 3

Test Run Frequency Range –

6.1 – 6.8 Hz

Points Taken –

14

Resulting Step Size –

0.05 Hz

Bandwidth Filter –

0.1 Hz

Figure 94. Run 39 Magnitude, Phase and Coherence Graph
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Table 40. Run 41 Parameters
Run Name –

Run00041

Run Number –

41

Date of Run –

July 21, 2010

Time of Run –

10:20 PM

Direction of Focus –

Transverse

Shaker Location –

Position 3

Test Run Frequency Range –

9.8 – 10.2 Hz

Points Taken –

16

Resulting Step Size –

0.025 Hz

Bandwidth Filter –

2 Hz

Figure 95. Run 41 Magnitude, Phase and Coherence Graph
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Table 41. Run 44 Parameters
Run Name –

Run00044

Run Number –

44

Date of Run –

July 21, 2010

Time of Run –

11:09 PM

Direction of Focus –

45 Degree or Transverse/Longitudinal

Shaker Location –

Position 4

Test Run Frequency Range –

1.3 – 3.0 Hz

Points Taken –

34

Resulting Step Size –

0.05 Hz

Bandwidth Filter –

2 Hz

Figure 96. Run 44 Magnitude, Phase and Coherence Graph
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Table 42. Run 46 Parameters
Run Name –

Run00046

Run Number –

46

Date of Run –

July 22, 2010

Time of Run –

12:56 AM

Direction of Focus –

45 Degree or Transverse/Longitudinal

Shaker Location –

Position 4

Test Run Frequency Range –

3.0 – 4.0 Hz

Points Taken –

20

Resulting Step Size –

0.05 Hz

Bandwidth Filter –

2 Hz

Figure 97. Run 46 Magnitude, Phase and Coherence Graph
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Table 43. Run 47 Parameters
Run Name –

Run00047

Run Number –

47

Date of Run –

July 22, 2010

Time of Run –

1:33 AM

Direction of Focus –

45 Degree or Transverse/Longitudinal

Shaker Location –

Position 4

Test Run Frequency Range –

4.0 – 5.0 Hz

Points Taken –

20

Resulting Step Size –

0.05 Hz

Bandwidth Filter –

2 Hz

Figure 98. Run 47 Magnitude, Phase and Coherence Graph
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Table 44. Run 48 Parameters
Run Name –

Run00048

Run Number –

48

Date of Run –

July 22, 2010

Time of Run –

2:01 AM

Direction of Focus –

45 Degree or Transverse/Longitudinal

Shaker Location –

Position 4

Test Run Frequency Range –

5.0 – 6.0 Hz

Points Taken –

20

Resulting Step Size –

0.05 Hz

Bandwidth Filter –

2 Hz

Figure 99. Run 48 Magnitude, Phase and Coherence Graph
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Table 45. Run 49 Parameters
Run Name –

Run00049

Run Number –

49

Date of Run –

July 22, 2010

Time of Run –

2:24 AM

Direction of Focus –

45 Degree or Transverse/Longitudinal

Shaker Location –

Position 4

Test Run Frequency Range –

6.0 – 7.0 Hz

Points Taken –

20

Resulting Step Size –

0.05 Hz

Bandwidth Filter –

2 Hz

Figure 100. Run 49 Magnitude, Phase and Coherence Graph
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Table 46. Run 50 Parameters
Run Name –

Run00050

Run Number –

50

Date of Run –

July 22, 2010

Time of Run –

2:42 AM

Direction of Focus –

45 Degree or Transverse/Longitudinal

Shaker Location –

Position 4

Test Run Frequency Range –

7.0 – 8.0 Hz

Points Taken –

20

Resulting Step Size –

0.05 Hz

Bandwidth Filter –

2 Hz

Figure 101. Run 50 Magnitude, Phase and Coherence Graph
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Table 47. Run 51 Parameters
Run Name –

Run00051

Run Number –

51

Date of Run –

July 22, 2010

Time of Run –

4:16 AM

Direction of Focus –

45 Degree or Transverse/Longitudinal

Shaker Location –

Position 4

Test Run Frequency Range –

8.0 – 9.0 Hz

Points Taken –

20

Resulting Step Size –

0.05 Hz

Bandwidth Filter –

2 Hz

Figure 102. Run 51 Magnitude, Phase and Coherence Graph
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Table 48. Run 52 Parameters
Run Name –

Run00052

Run Number –

52

Date of Run –

July 22, 2010

Time of Run –

4:31 AM

Direction of Focus –

45 Degree or Transverse/Longitudinal

Shaker Location –

Position 4

Test Run Frequency Range –

9.0 – 10.0 Hz

Points Taken –

20

Resulting Step Size –

0.05 Hz

Bandwidth Filter –

2 Hz

Figure 103. Run 52 Magnitude, Phase and Coherence Graph
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Table 49. Run 53 Parameters
Run Name –

Run00053

Run Number –

53

Date of Run –

July 22, 2010

Time of Run –

4:45 AM

Direction of Focus –

45 Degree or Transverse/Longitudinal

Shaker Location –

Position 4

Test Run Frequency Range –

10.0 – 12.0 Hz

Points Taken –

40

Resulting Step Size –

0.05 Hz

Bandwidth Filter –

2 Hz

Figure 104. Run 53 Magnitude, Phase and Coherence Graph
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Table 50. Run 54 Parameters
Run Name –

Run00054 – Combined

Run Number –

54

Date of Run –

July 22, 2010

Time of Run –

5:08 AM

Direction of Focus –

45 Degree or Transverse/Longitudinal

Shaker Location –

Position 4

Test Run Frequency Range –

3.0 – 12.0 Hz

Points Taken –

NA

Resulting Step Size –

NA

Bandwidth Filter –

NA

Figure 105. Run 54 Magnitude, Phase and Coherence Graph
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Table 51. Run 55 Parameters
Run Name –

Run00055

Run Number –

55

Date of Run –

July 22, 2010

Time of Run –

5:50 AM

Direction of Focus –

45 Degree or Transverse/Longitudinal

Shaker Location –

Position 4

Test Run Frequency Range –

7.4 – 7.9 Hz

Points Taken –

10

Resulting Step Size –

0.05 Hz

Bandwidth Filter –

2 Hz

Figure 106. Run 55 Magnitude, Phase and Coherence Graph
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Appendix B. Channel Four Lab Evaluation
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Sensor 4 Verification Testing
5 November 2010
In reviewing the data to be able to find the prominent modal directions for all of
the modes it was noted that the magnitude of sensor four was relatively low compared
to the data received by the nearby sensors. The magnitudes of sensor four were plotted
against the nearby sensor as well as the sensor on the opposite end of the bridge which
is in the symmetric location from sensor four. It was found that the magnitudes of the
sensors were much higher compared to sensors four. In comparing the sensors across all
of the modes there was no consistency within the magnitude differences. The
magnitude differences covered a completely varied range. The magnitudes plotted by
sensor four were relatively “dead” compared to the other sensors. Relatively “dead”
meaning they could be viewed as being close to zero in magnitude with respect to the
others. The Magnitudes of two sets of modes are shown in Figure 107 and Figure 108.
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Figure 107. Sensor Comparison Between Mode Set 1
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Figure 108. Sensor Comparison Between Mode Set 2

In order to test sensor number four, the same cable and same sensor were
hooked up in the lab and compared to two other sensors. The sensor and cable that
comprised the sensor four in the field was the sensor with serial number 1233 and cable
with number 150-02 respectively. A stepped test was set up so that the shaker would
give a good steady baseline for each of the sensors to pick up. The sensors were placed
close together and fairly close to the shaker so that all of them would receive the same
signal that was being output by the shaker. For the test the following channel
configuration was used as the starting setup, seen in Table 52.
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Table 52. Cables and Sensors Used for Verification
Channel

Serial
Number

Cable
Number

1

1233

150-02

2

1226

100-12

3

1225

100-13

4

Reference

The test includes runs one through nine under the file Sensor4-Comparison-11-52010.ssn. The testing was done on November 5, 2010.
Run 1
Run one consisted of a test with five points from six to seven Hz. During this test it was
noted that channel one which contains the sensor and cable of interest was yellow in
the Channel Indicator table which was what was happening in the field. Channel two
was not working. Channel three gave good results. Channel one gave no magnitude
relative to channel three.
Run 2
In order to get more definition in the magnitudes the frequency was lowered to go from
four to five Hz. The number of points was reduced to three in order to speed up the
process. After run one channel two’s connections were adjusted and it worked fine with
this test. Sensor two and three’s magnitudes were relative close to each other. Sensor
one was left alone and still remained yellow and produced no magnitude in comparison
with sensor two and three.
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Run 3
Sensor one was totally dead on this run. However sensor two and three were in sync
with each other and produced good results still. Prior to this sensor ones cable prongs
were adjusted. This gives some indication that it is possibly a connection problem.
Run 4
On this run the cables that were going into sensors one and two were switched.
Everything else remained the same into the data physics unit. All of the sensors worked
on this run and all indicators were green. Sensor two has a slightly lower reading and
was the sensor hooked up to cable 150-02 at this point in time.
Run 5
This run was performed the same as run four for verification. All channels were green
and once again sensor two was lagging the other two in magnitude.
Run 6
Cables were switched back to sensors one and two so the configuration was as it was at
the start. All of the sensor indicators were green, but sensor one lagged the other two.
By this it is noted that something may be a little off with the cable or just the input port
to the channel one on the data physics unit. It could also be the connection.
Run 7
For this run the cable in channel one, cable 150-02, was swapped out to cable 250-20.
Cable 250-20 was a cable that was found that was not working at all in the field. The test
was run and it was verified that the cable is a bad cable.
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Run 8
In this run cable 250-20 was switched out for cable 250-26 to see if the lag or difference
in the magnitude was due to longer cable. It seems as though it may have some effect
because channel one was still found to lag the other two channels. It seemed to lag the
100 ft cables a little more than the 150 ft cable lagged the 100 ft cables. However more
testing would need to be done in order to find out more about the loss of signal due to
the length of cable.
Run 9
In this run cable 250-26 was switched to cable 100-09. This was done so that the results
of all 3 cables being 100 ft could be seen. The channel one still lagged and gives some
reason to believe that the lag is due to the data physics port or maybe the calibration
factors have some role in the differences.
Conclusion
In conclusion it was found that most likely the connections had the most to do with the
probable cause of the error. It may also be caused in part by the cable itself. The sensor
appears to work just fine and produces good results compared to the other two sensors.
The point at which things were fixed was when the prongs in the military connectors
were adjusted. Most likely one of the prongs was not giving a clean connection
therefore the sensor was not producing readable results. This is most likely the reason
that the channel number four on the Minnesota testing was off. It was also noted that
much of the time sensor four appeared yellow on the channel indicator sheet while the
testing was ongoing in Minnesota. At first when these comparison tests were being
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done the same yellow indication appeared until the prongs were adjusted a few times.
It will be noted that for future tests if the channel appears in the yellow or even goes
offline that the connection should be considered and checked.
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Appendix C. Mode Shapes
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Normalized Mode Shape - Mode 1 [Run 19 @ 1.713 Hz]
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Figure 109. Vertical Mode 1 Found in Run 19

Normalized Mode Shape - Mode 1 [Run 5 @ 1.715 Hz]
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Figure 110. Vertical Mode 1 Found in Run 5
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Normalized Mode Shape - Mode 2 [Run 20 @ 2.439 Hz]
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Figure 111. Vertical Mode 2 Found in Run 20

Normalized Mode Shape - Mode 2 [Run 5 @ 2.441 Hz]
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Figure 112. Vertical Mode 2 Found in Run 5
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Normalized Mode Shape - Mode 3 [Run 11 @ 3.793 Hz]
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Figure 113. Vertical Mode 3 Found in Run 11

Normalized Mode Shape - Mode 3 [Run 4 @ 3.724 Hz]
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Figure 114. Vertical Mode 3 Found in Run 4
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Normalized Mode Shape - Mode 5 [Run 12 @ 5.027 Hz]
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Figure 115. Vertical Mode 5 Found in Run 12

Normalized Mode Shape - Mode 5 [Run 6 @ 5.053 Hz]
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Figure 116. Vertical Mode 5 Found in Run 6
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Normalized Mode Shape - Mode 6 [Run 22 @ 5.542 Hz]
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Figure 117. Vertical Mode 6 Found in Run 22

Normalized Mode Shape - Mode 6 [Run 17 @ 5.516 Hz]
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Figure 118. Vertical Mode 6 Found in Run 17
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Normalized Mode Shape - Mode 7 [Run 12 @ 6.449 Hz]
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Figure 119. Vertical Mode 7 Found in Run 12

Normalized Mode Shape - Mode 7 [Run 6 @ 6.467 Hz]
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Figure 120. Vertical Mode 7 Found in Run 6
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Normalized Mode Shape - Mode 8 [Run 13 @ 7.663 Hz]
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Figure 121. Vertical Mode 8 Found in Run 13

Normalized Mode Shape - Mode 8 [Run 6 @ 7.678 Hz]
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Figure 122. Vertical Mode 8 Found in Run 6
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Normalized Mode Shape - Mode 9 [Run 14 @ 9.705 Hz]
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Figure 123. Vertical Mode 9 Found in Run 14

Normalized Mode Shape - Mode 9 [Run 7 @ 9.811 Hz]
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Figure 124. Vertical Mode 9 Found in Run 7
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Normalized Mode Shape - Mode 10 [Run 14 @ 10.09 Hz]
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Figure 125. Vertical Mode 10 Found in Run 14

Normalized Mode Shape - Mode 10 [Run 7 @ 10.22 Hz]
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Figure 126. Vertical Mode 10 Found in Run 7
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Normalized Mode Shape - Mode 1 [Run 44 @ 1.764 Hz]
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Figure 127. Transverse Mode 1 Found in Run 44

Normalized Mode Shape - Mode 3 [Run 31 @ 3.812 Hz]
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Figure 128. Transverse Mode 3 Found in Run 31
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Normalized Mode Shape - Mode 3 [Run 46 @ 3.737 Hz]
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Figure 129. Transverse Mode 3 Found in Run 46

Normalized Mode Shape - Mode 4 [Run 31 @ 4.424 Hz]
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Figure 130. Transverse Mode 4 Found in Run 31
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Normalized Mode Shape - Mode 4 [Run 47 @ 4.316 Hz]
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Figure 131. Transverse Mode 4 Found in Run 47

Normalized Mode Shape - Mode 8 [Run 37 @ 7.714 Hz]
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Figure 132. Transverse Mode 8 Found in Run 37
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Normalized Mode Shape - Mode 8 [Run 50 @ 7.684 Hz]
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Figure 133. Transverse Mode 8 Found in Run 50

Normalized Mode Shape - Mode 8 [Run 34 @ 7.786 Hz]
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Figure 134. Transverse Mode 8 Found in Run 34
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Normalized Mode Shape - Mode 9 [Run 41 @ 9.987 Hz]
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Figure 135. Transverse Mode 9 Found in Run 41

Normalized Mode Shape - Mode 9 [Run 52 @ 9.842 Hz]
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Figure 136. Transverse Mode 9 Found in Run 52
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Appendix D. Channel Calibration Sheets and Field Notes

191
Table 53. Channel Sheet Key

Table 54. Vertical Setup Channel Sheet

192

Table 55. Transverse Setup Channel Sheet

193

Table 56. 45 Degree Setup Channel Sheet
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195

Figure 137. Temperature Recording

196

Figure 138. Temperature Recording

